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This document describes a numerical integration program (TRIP) based on
Encke's method of integrating only the perturbations in the cartesian coordi-
nates. The mathematical model can include Venus, Earthy Mars, Jupiter, the
Moon and the Stan as either central or disturbiLg bodies. In addition, full oblate-
ness potentials are included for the Earth and Moon and J 2 only for Mars. Mod-
ification to expand the oblateness models for the other planets is simple. Solar
radiation pressure may also be included as an option in the input. The program
uses the latest exported JPL double precision planetary ephemerides (DE 1.9)
TRIP has the option of 'calculating shadow times using penumbra and umbra;
and printout may be obtained at specified tinges or, in the case of a planetary
orbiter, at apoapsis or periapsis. Input data is very simple and there is a
variety of coordinate systems for printout.
TRIP is available from the Goddard Program Library under number D00140.
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TRIP was developed in 1968 primarily to provide an accurate and fast trajectory
program to replace the n-body numerical integration programs then in use for
mission analysis at Goddard. These were primarily large and very slow pro-
grams such as the old JPI., Space Program. A second and equally important
objective was to make the input format simple enough to be used without extensive
study of a manual.
TRIP was developed along modular lines so that it could be easily modified. It
uses a fourth-order predictor-corrector numerical integration subroutine
(described later) which because of the modularity may be easily replaced by
any integration package. Many options have been added to TRIP since it was
first developed; however, since Encke t s method is used which requires rectifica-
tion of the reference orbit, it was not considered advantageous to incorporate
atmospheric drag.
.g
Throughout the development of TRIP, its speed and simplicity have been main-
	 y
tained, making it a very useful as well as accurate, tool. It was most .recently
used for the launch window analysis for Imp-I.
TRIP is currently running on the IBM 3 60/95 and is available in the Goddard^
program library (number D00140).
DESCRIPTI®N OF SUBROUTINES 	 I
The functions of the subroutines used in TRIP are described briefly below.
Many of them came from the wick Kook Mission Analysis Program developed




- The driver for TRIP. Its primary function is to set up certain
keys from the input".
ADOT	 - (Reference 1) Obtains the angle between two vectors.
0AliKTNS - (Deference 1) Obtains the arctangent of y/x.
CROSS - (Reference 1) Finds the cross product of two 3-dimensional vectors
.x
5'.
DERIV - Calculates the disturbing accelerations due to the presence of
other bodies and, when required, calls other subroutines to calcu-
late accelerations d'..e to oblateness and solar radiation pressure.
Performs rectification test.
DOT	 - (Deference 1) Finds the dot product of two vectors.
FNOL II - (Reference 3) Used for the numerical integration of a system of
ordinary differential equations. A fourth-order Adams-Moulton
predictor-corrector with a Runge-Kutta starter, FNO L II has
the option of automatically varying the step size.
FNORM[ - (Reference 1) Finds the magnitude of a 3-dimensional vector.
GETACC - (Deference 4) Evaluates the disturbing acceleration due to
oblateness of the loon or .Earth.
i
;t
GETTAP - (Deference 5) Used to position the ephemeris data set and read
the correct data record.
GHA	 - (Deference 1) Calculates the Greenwich hour angle.
GOTOII - (Reference 1) Solves Kepler°s equation for incremental eccentric
anomaly on a conic section given the incremental mean anomaly
(time) .
HARMON - Computes acceleration due to oblateness of Mars and is the driver
for GETACC
INTRI
	 - (Reference 5) Sets up the call to R,EADE to find position and velocity
of the other bodies with respect to the central bodv-
ITER
	 - Calculates times of entrances and emits from penumbra and umbra.
KONSTK - Defines all constants needed by TRIP.




aMICA -	 (Reference 1) Pro- - Jes the matrix to transform moon-centered
coordinates in Earth's true equator and equinox to Moon-centered
coordinates jr. Me. moon's true equator.
MULT -	 (Reference 1) Forms the product of two 3 x 3 matrices.
NUTAIT -	 (Reference 1) Calculates the matrix to relate coordinates in
Earth's mean equator and equinox to the true equator and equinox.
ORB -	 (Reference 1) Transforms cartesian state vector to keplerian
elements.
®RB2X -	 (Reference 1) Transforms keplerian elements to cartesian state
vector.
OUT	 - Prints out various types of output as determined by keys set from
input.
OUTX	 - (Reference 1) Prints out cartesian and spherical coordinates.
Called from subroutine OUT.
®VRI,AY - (Reference 1) Reads input data.
READE - (Reference 5) Reads, interpolates and translates ephemeris data
from the JPL double-precision ephemeris system (ICE-19).
ROTEQ - (Reference 1) Provides the matrix to transform from mean
equator and equinox of 1950.0 to mean equator and equinox of
date.








STEPD - (Reference 1) Obtains the state vector of a probe which is sepa-
rated from an initial state by a time or angle increment, assuming
only two-body motion.
TC®NIC - (Reference 1) Calculates time from periapsis corresponding to a
given true anomaly on a conic section.
- Contains termination Yogic for the numerical integrator. .Deter-
mines when the proper conditions for termination have occurred.
- (Reference 1) Provides the integral and fractional parts of the
sum of two numbers.
- (Reference 1) Computes whole and fractional days from January 1,
1950 at 01".







All constants and variables needed for the program are contained in subroutine
KONSTK and built-inn values are supplied there for everything except the state
vector and the epoch times. The state vectors option keys and epoch times are
input through subroutine OVRIAY, which also provides for overlaying any of
the built-in constants or variables. A complete description of the input necessary
to run TRIP is given below.
The input format is 4 (13 1, D12.8). The first 3 digits are fixed-point input (I3)
and represent the C-array location of the variable in subroutine KONSTK. The
C-array location is followed by the value desired.





























.ference coordinate system of input
Earth mean equator and equinox of 1950, 0"t
Tan.. 1,
Truce ecliptic and equinox of date,
Selanographic-true moon equator -- rotating,
]Mars mean equator of date,





Stop time (year, month, day as above)
760
	
Stop time (hours, minutes, seconds as above)
TINC (days)	 TINC = total days from start to stop time if
	
q
only 1st and last point, or printout at peri-
apsis or alpoapsis is wanted, or printout at
approximate steps of At is wanted (nearest
time step to 6t).
TINC = At if printout at exact intervals of At is
wanted.
Built-in value is 180. (days)
1. If printout is wanted at the 1st and last points
only, or if printout at periapsis or apoapsis
is wanted, or if printout is wanted at ap-
TOTAL L> 1.) --	 proximate steps of At.
total days	 If printout is wanted at exact steps
6-t	 of At.
•r
0.	 If print	 it is wanted at first and last points
only; or if printout is wanted at periapsis 9 apo-
754
	 Y(8) (reference 3) = apsis or exact steps of At.
0t (seconds) If printout is wanted at approxi-
mate steps of At.
Built-in value is 86400. (seconds)
-1a Igo not search for shadow times
755	 SHADOW - >0° Time in days from epoch to began search
for shadow times.
Built-in value is -1.








Built-in value is 1.
Error control for FNOL, 11. Controls the size of
767	 XNE the automatic step calculated in FN®L, 11°Built-in value is 5. May be	 high as 9.
See reference 3 for details.




758	 HARMONICS c = Mars
0 Igo not include oblateness
1 Include oblateness
Built- in value is 111. Only the central body
oblateness is used.
Solar Pressure Key
759	 Sf^I.Alt 0a Do not include solar pressure and more0(770) through c(774)
1° Include solar pressure
Built-in value is 0°
6
b770	 AREA Cross sectional area of spacecraft in CM2.Built-in value is 22225.	 Used only if c(769) = 1.
771	 WASS Total mass of spacecraft in gars. Built-invalue is 113000. 	 Used only if c(769) = 1.
Values from 0. to 1., Inclusive. Used only if
c(769) = 1.
772	 Reflectivity 1. perfect reflector
of spacecraft 0. Perfect absorber
Built- in value is 0.2
Fraction of particles specularly reflected.
1. 100%SPEC. REFLECTION773 ®f spacecraft Built-in value is 1. May be 0. to 1., inclusive.
Used only if c(769) = 1.
Solar pressure at 1 A.U.
774	 CONSTANT Built-in value is 4.7 x 10-5 dynes/cma.
Used only if c(769) = 1.
775	 INPUT TYPE 0. Cartesian.1. Orbital elements.
Built-in value is 0. Actual values are input
through c(750) -- c(756).
Apoapsis and periapsis key.
776	 APP'ER 0. Do not print at apoapsis or periapsis.1. Print only at apoapsis.
-1. Print only at periapsis.
Built-in value is 0.
Output options in forma of abcdefgh.
as Central body mean Earth equator of 1950
b. Selenographic
777	 OUTPUT= cs Mars mean equator of date
d. Central body true ecliptic and equinox of date





f: Shin-centered true eciipti. ^ and equinox of
date
go Central body true Earth equator and equinox
of date
ha Earth-fixed latitude and longitude (only if
Earth is central body)
0 Do not print this form.
1 Print this form,
.wilt-in value is 10000011.
Cases may be stacked. When this is desired, cards for the 1st case are fol-
lowed by a blank card and then the cards for the second case. 'There is no limit
to the number of cases that may bc! stacked. Again, since an overlay method is
used on input, only those variables different from those for the preceding case
need be input. A blank card at the end of the last case is necessary to end the
program. A sample of the input is shown in Appendix B.
OUTPUT
The output options are listed above in the description of array c(777) . TRIP has
the capability of automatically switching body centers when the probe leaves the
sphere of influence of one body and enters that of another body. This switching
does not interfere with the printout options.
Printout for the central body consists of both the cartesian state vector and
instantaneous osculating elements; for other bodies, only the state vector. A
sample of the output with an explanation is shown in Appendix B.
CONSTANTS
All constants needed by TRIP are listed in subroutine KONSTK and are either
described there by a comment card or are described above in the input section.
The constants in c(31) through, c(33) are no longer used by the program but were
not taken out.
Any or all of these constants may be changed for a particular run by including
the proper array num r and the new value in the input data.
KNOWN RESTRICTIONS AND ANOMAIJES
'There are two restrictions to be noted in using TRIP:






2. The printout interval must be greater than two minutes which is the initial
time step in the integrator. If a request for a smaller interval is made, the
program automatically sets the printout interval to be slightly greater than
2 minutes and prints out a message to this effect.
There are also two known anomalies in the program, which cause inconvenience
but do not produce incorrect results
x. When periapsis printout is requested, occasionally the program will inter-
sperse a printout at apoapsis and then continue with periapsis printouts.
Similarly, a printout at periapsis may occur when printout is requested at
apoapsis.
2. When shadow tinges are requested, if the satellite is already in shadow at the
time the shadow search is initiated, the printout of the shadow time is incor-
rect for that shadow interval off. All subsequent printout are correct. This
bug occurs because the search procedure used requires a point before shadow
occurs in order to iterate to the correct time. These incorrect shadow tunes
will be obvious to the user (see case 6, Appendix B).
A final, note of caution — when exact printout is asked for, the numerical inte-
grator must restart after each printout time in order to continue. This procedure
may result in a loss of accuracy due to numerical problems; that is if 2 cases
are stacked using the same trajectory, one asking for exact printout and the
other asking for printout only at the last point, the final state vectors at the stop
time may disagree somewhat. To a certain extent, the numerical errors may be
minimized by increasing the size of the error coi, rol in array c(767) or by de-
creasing the rectification limit in array c (720). H .swever this is a problem in-
herent to a certain extent in any numerical integration routine and probably can
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C----- E'NCKE	 PRf1GRAM	 MAIN	 9	 .	 .	 9	 .	 9	 9 100
IMPLICIT REAL*8iA-H 9 O-Zvs)• 200
DIMENSION	 X(3) 9 V(3) 9 R1(3 9 9)vV113 9 R) 300





COMMON/APPER/ FPRnLDvOLf1 9 XMAX A00
COMMON/JTERM/MFARTHp MMOONgMMNR S 900
nATA BLK/6H	 /9XNUT1/3HNUT/ 1000
FQIIIVALENCE	 (C(401)vRl(191)19(C(425)9V1(lvl))9 1100
1	 (C1750)vX(11) 9 (C(753) 9 V(1)1 1200
OIMENSIUN	 A13 9 3) 9 FN(3 9 3F 9 EMN(393) 9 DATF(393)vSDATF(39'3)9 1300
IDATET(3 9 3) 9 SDATET(3 9 3) 9 AnATE1393)oA()ATETI393)9AR(3 9 3) 1400
C OMMON/kOT/ DATE 9 SDATE 9 nATET 9 SDATFTvA f1ATF9AnATFT9nATFECPDATECTvF N 1s0U
COMMON/XLIK/ SG 9 TA9XMLIP 1600
COMMON /TOP/TL[) 1700
COMMON /SHAD/SHAOK 1800
COMMON/PRINT/	 IC50v1SEL 9 MAKDATvICFNEC9I F AREC9IStJNFC91CnATF91FARFX 1900
CALL KONSTK 2000
1 CALL 0VRLAY 2100
C( 1Y62)=1.00 2200
C1 122 )=1. D O 2300
FPROLD=0900 2400
OLD
	 =	 U.I)() 2500
IFI'C(775)9FQ * 0.00)	 GU	 TO	 2 2600
NTFMP=C(766) 2700
nU 5	 I = 196 2ROO
5	 F.LI(I)
	 =	 C11¢749) 2900












TIITAL=C ( 762) 4000
C(1000)=C(765) 4100
XN)R =C ( 766 1 4200
NE=C(767) 4300
MEARTH=C47681/100.00 4400
TEMP =C(76A )—MEARTH *100 4500
MM(10N=TEMP/10 * D0 4600
TEMP=TEMP—MM00N*10 4700
MMARS=TEMP 4900
IC50=C4777)/10000000 * UO 4900
TIEM P=C ( 7771—I C 5 0* 10000000 5 000
ISEL=TEMP/1000000.00 5100
TEMP=TEMP— ISEL*1000000 5200




IEAREC=TEMP/1000 * 130 5700
TEMP=TEMP — IEAREC*1000 5A(10
ISUNEC•TEMP/100.00 5900
TEMP=TEMP — I SUNEC* 100 6000
ICOATE*TEMP11000 6100
















GO TO 70 70nO
50 WRITE(6g40) 7100
40 FORMAT(1H1,19HSHAnow	 IS REWUESTFD) 7200
30 -FORMAT( 1H1 g23MSHAnOW IS NOT kE6)IIF STEn ) 7100
70 CONTINUE 74nO
XNOT41) =BLK 7500







WRITE(6g100P 061)gXNOTH P 8100
WRITE(6 9 100)	 C(62)gXNOT(2) P200
WRITE(6,100)	 C(65)PXNOT(3) R300




102 FORMAT( ® 0 SOLAR RADIATION PRESSURF	 IS
	




CALL NUTAIT(TIMEgOM 9 CR,DTgENgEPS1L) 9200
CALL MNA(TIME 9 014,CR,UTgEPSIL P RUorgGPgWWgFMN) 9300
XML IK=180.4)0*.01745321252(10 + CR-nm+TA-Sr 9400
CALL MULT(ENgAgDATE) 9500
0UM(1g 1) =1.0D0 9600
DUM(192)=O.DO 9700





DUM(392) = -DSIN(EPSIL) 10300
D0M(3 9 3) =DCns(EPSIL) 10400
CALL MULTIDUM90ATEgDATEFC) 10500
CALL MULT4EMN ,DATF,S f)ATc! 10600
CALL ARES (TS,DF,AR) 10700
CALL MULT(ARgAgADATE) 10800
DO 101
	 I = 193 10900
DO 101 J = 1 93 11000
DATECT(JgI)=DATEECII,J) 11100
DATET(Joll u nATE419A 11200
SDATET (J q I) =SIDATE 4 I , J ) 113600
101 A(DATET4Jg1)=ADATE(IgJ) 11400
WR ITE46,61 11500
6 FORMATIIHO931HIN PIIT IN MEAN EO AI1tn EA DF	 19561) 11600
CALL 0AT0UT(TW 9 TF 9 DAVMqFi)ATEv0) 11700
DO 600 1=1 9 3 11800
XX(I)aX(I1 11900
600 XV ( I)=V(I) 12000
GO T04200930094000000009INP 12100
300 CALL M14XgDATECTgXX) 12200
CALL Ml(Vg0ATECTgXV) 12300
660 TO 2400 12400
400 CALL MllXvS0ATETvXXI 12500
CALL M1(VgS49ATETgXVI 12600
60 TO 200 12700
500 CALL M14X®AOATET#XX) 12500C A LL 141(VPVATETtXV) 129400
GO TO 200 13000
700 CALL M1(X*DATETsXX) 13100
CALL M16Vg0ATETgXVI 13200




























IF(STOT — i20oD0oLE.0.DO) GO TO 1
XMA•X=O.DO
IF(G(1000)oGToDaD0) C(1000)=OoDO
14 IFIC(462).E00 0 0) GO TO 1
IF(FPROLOvEQ.0 * D0) GO TO 12
FPROL0=0*00
OLD = 0c DO
STDTPR=( TWF—C(592)+TFF—CI593)1#96400.00
IFISTDTPRoLEo120onO) GO TO 12
IF IKK .LE. NTOTAL) GO TO 16
GO TO 15
12 KK=KK+1
15 IF(KKaLEaNTOTAL) GO TO 13
CALL TRAJ(STI9STF19XX9XV9NE)
IF(FPROLDoNEeOoDO) GO TO 14

















































DIMENSION X(3) 9 Y(3)	 17300
C	 FIINCTIUN RFTIIRNS ANGLE IN UEGREFS bFTWFFN Twn INPUT VECTORS
	 17400






AN6 = DOTIXvY1 /A /R	 17900




















DOP = 54e6575D0+0 * 35D-2*DT 19200bYR=YR*100oD0+1,0100 19300
CALL
	
TIMEC(RYRo00MpTW 9 TF) 19400
CALL
	 T1MEC(T1pT29TWI, TF2) 19500




OM= 48 * 78644167n0+0.77()9916700*TF-0o13889889n-5*TF*TE 10000
XI=	 1085033333300-0e675n-3*TE+0.12611111n-4*TE*TF 20100
E= 23045229444()0-0.130125n-1*TE5-0 * 163988R9D-5*TF.*TE 20200
1	 +0*502777780-6*TE*TE*TE 20300
AOR=An*DTR 10400






SOO=DSIN(DOR) 21100CnO = DCOS(DOR) 21200
SOM=DSIN(OMR) 21300COM=DCOS(OMR) 21400
SI = C,S1N(XIR) 21500
CI = DCOS(XIR) 21600
SE = DSIN(ER) 21700
CE=DCOS(ER) 21800










EA(3)=O * 00 22900
CALL CROSS(EQ,EX0 9 TEM) 23000
SOMEG=DSGRT(TLM(1)**2+TEM(21**2+TFM(3)**21 23100
COMEG= DOT(E0 9 EX0) 23200
OMG=ARKTNS(180 9 CO+MEG9S0MEG) 23300
SOMEG=QS'_ A4 (0mG ) 23400
C OMEG=OCOS(0MG) 23900
AOM = AOR+1 * 57079632700 23600








AR (2 91) = — SOMEG*C AC1M — COMEG* SAOM*CAI 24500






















C	 COMPUTES 4-WUADRANT ARCTANGENT OF Y/X IN RADIANS
C	 N=360 ANGLE LIES IN RANGE (09360) DFG




















































































































































C	 DATE RETURNED IN FORMAT(YEARS FRnm 1900)(MUNTH).(DAYS)
	
C	 FDATE RETURNED IN FORMAT (HOURSI(MIN).(SFCONDS)
	
C	 K SET 0 FOR PRINTnUT 9
 SET - OR + FOR NO 00TPUT
	
C	 GIVES CALENDER DATE FROM TI(WHULF DAYS FROM 1950)
	





















































	C	 J9FvM9AvMgJ9JvAISeOeNsMONTHS FOR GO TO













IVIKWN — KNW)20921922 35400
22 CONTINUE 35500
MD=KNW 35600
GO TO 135 35700
r'	 20 CONTINUE 35800
MONTH=JJ 35900
MD=KWN—MD+1 36000




Y GO TO 25 36500
























TP2=T2+.5DO — TT 3A900







iH	 9A6g13 9 1H991X9l4vlH	 91X"DI294HHRS99I394HMIN9913olH. 9 I3t 39200
13HSEC95OX912HJULIAN DATA: 	 P FS.0vT111 9 F9 * R) 39300











DIMENSION	 Y(20)qR1(3g8)gV1 ( 3g8)9D ( 20)gCR ( 2U)qNP45 ) 9	 RM(5)9RM145)9 39FI00
' 1DACC(3)gZl(319VV1(3)gRE(3)gCACC(3)
	 9 R2(398) 39900
' DIMENSION DACC131 40000
r DIMENSION SACC43) 40100




EQUIVALENCE	 (C1401) g Rl(lo1)19(C(425) g Vl(lgl)) 40600





GO TO 321 41000
DO 322	 I = 193 41100
Z(l)=C(I+499) 41200
322 VV(I)=C(I+502) 41300





STEPD(MNgDT g TAgC(500) g C(503)gUgZ9VV9lgCH) 41700
323 CONTINUE 41800












{ GO TO(1e293990980 9 100)gNOR 43100
2 NP411=1 43200
s	 - GO TO 1 43300
3 NP(2)ml 43400
GO TO 1 43500
90.NP431 =1 43600
GO TO 1 43700
QO NP44)=1 43800
GO TO 1 43900
100 NP151-1 44000
GO TO 1 44100
1 CONTINUE 44200
DO 4 I=195 44300
NP1=NP(I) 44400
RMlI) sFNORHfR1(lvNPl))** 3 44500
00 5 J*193 44600
5 R24JeI+31=R1(JvNOR) —R14JgNPl) 44700
n . ; 4 RM1(l) m FN0RM(R2(lvI+3)1**3 44800
NP1=NP(1) 44900
NP2nNP42) 45000
NP3=NP i 3 ) 45100
NP4*NP 4 41 45200
NPS=NP(51 45300
00 6 I=le3 45400
6 OACC ( I1=—C(NP1I *( i(1(IeNP11 /Rhll)+R24 I * 4) ®RM1 ( I11 —C4NP21 *( 1R14HsMP2) 4554941
1/RM121+R24Ie51/RM142)) 45600
2—CIMP3)*4814 1 eNP3 )/R44i31+R,2(I e6)-/RMI( 311—C(NP4)*4R1(I AP41 45700
3/RM141	 + R24Ie 71)	 /RM144)) - CiNP51 * iRltlipNPS1 /Rt4iS)+R24le flUR11(5)) 45800
00 7 Iw1e3 45900
7 RE(I) = Z(I 1+ * 5D0*Yl I ) 46000
48n 00 'T(REt y )/(FN0RM(Y)**21 46100



















20 FORMAT41H1 9 34HQ SERIES IN ENCKE DID NnT CnNVERGE)
STOP
9 FQ=1.D0-SUM






40. IF(MEARTH.NE * l)	 GO TO 21
GO TO 70















RAT = FNORM(Y(1))	 / FNORM(Z(1))






C* * '^ * '^	 CALCULATE SOLAR PRESSURE
CALL SOLAR(R1(193)9SACC)
00 1000 I=193
1000 DACC (I) =DACC (I )
	
+ SACC (I )
551 C 0 N T I N U E


























































































































22 DD 25 I-19N












C 27 CALL OU9TFUTBX9V909ERR0R9N9L9H1
27	 CALL OUTIX9Vt0sERRORgN9L®M1
IFf6ERNIEf$0619NE•0.001 GO TO 29
28 FO* Yf M+11
29 IFIJ-21 30912900
30 60 TO131e3793'S937I#JA
31 00 33 Is19&M
32 VAII1-V0811
33 DAIlls0II1

















































































































































40 CALL	 DERIV	 (X9Y9GI2)




43 CALL DERIV	 (XtVvG13)










	 I -1 v N
XL=ID(1)
	 + 2.DO*(GI2(I)





54 GO TO 35
55 DO 57 I=19N





59 GO TO 681
60 DO 62 1 n 19 N
61 YDII)=YC(1)
XL-ID(I) + 2.D0*(GI211) + G13 M ) +G141i))*HD6
62 YP( I )-YAI I)+XL
63 H=HIS
64 JA-2
65 GO TO 681
66 00 68 I-19N
XL-ID(I)
	
+ 2.DO*IG128I)	 + GI3(I)) +G14(1))*HD6
67 YD/I)-YD(I)+XL
66 ERR0RfI)-0.D0
681 00 69 I-19N










732 60 TO 124
733 IFIF1749124976
74 r-A-1.®0







80 NB=1 65 000
81 H=H*F/(FC—F) 65100
82 1FINF-4937#379124 65200
63 IF (NE 1849117984 65300
84 IF(JA-1)117 $ 85 9 117 65400
85 1F(J-3)G6s117 9 86 65500
66 DO 95 I x 19N 65600
IF(Y(I)9886 9 885 9 886 65700
885 HAIi1=1000 ° 00 65800
60 TO 95 65900
886 IFIE0 8809690987 66000
87 IF(DABS(Y(I1) — EC1	 88098809890 66100
880 IFIDABSIERRORIIII —RE29	 882 049881 66200
881 IF(DA6S QRROR(I)1—RE1994y94g882 66300
882 HAII9=H*(REPS/1DABS(ERRORII)9 +,0000000001D099 **Ia2D01 66400
683 GO TO 95 66500
890 IF(DABS(ERROR([)/YII11 —RE218929949891 66600
891 IF(DABSIERRORII9/YII81 —RE1194v949892 66700
892 HA(I 1=I"i* (REP)/ (DABS( ERROR I I 1 /Y(I 1 )+.0000000001001 1 ** I .2001 66800




97 00 98 1=1 9 N 67300
C 98 H8 s AMIN1IABSIHA(19f®HBD 67400
98 HB=0HIN1(0ABS(HA(11)9HB) 67500
99 IFIDABS(H)—HB110091179101 67600
100 I F ( DABS (HR ) — OA9S (H )) 1019 1019 116 67700
101 00 103 I=1,LN 67,900
102 YD1I1=VA411 67900
C Y(I)= SNGL(YO(I)1 68000
Y(l)=YD(l) 68100





106 GO TO 109 68500
107 XO=XD-2.DO*H 68600




CALL DERIVIX 9 Y 8 0) 69100
CALL TERPI(X 9 Y90 9 F1 69200
110 NB*l 69300
111 XASS*OABS(.00000100*X1 69400
112 IF(0ABS(H) —XA8S11139ll3 ° 117 69500
113 NG*NG+1 69600
114 H*0SIGN(XABSgH) 69700
115 IFING — 10912491509150 69800
150 WRITE16912611 H 69900
1261 FORMAT IINI9107NEXECUTION TERMINATED BECAUSE INTERVAL OF INTEGRATI 70000
ION LESS THAN 1.0E —6 TIDIES INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (X1•
	
K = 9 1FD15 ° 71 70100
STOP 70200
116 H1?*H 70300
117 IF (111118 91184121 70400
118 IFIDABSIV(N+1)—FOI —Y(N+2)12991199119 70500
119 FD*FD+YiM+21 70600
120 GO TO 124 70700
121 NA*NA+1 70800
122 I F I "A 1123 912 3 9 29 70900
123 NA*63 71000
0124 CALL 0UTPUT(X9Ve®9ERR0R9N9L9H9 71100



















XL =(55.DO*D(I) —59.DO*EFIII1 +37.D0*F.F24I1 —9.D0*FF3(I)1*HD24
YP(I)=YD(I)+XL





140 DO 142 1=19LN
141 YA(I)=YD(I1
142 DA(I)=D(l)
143 D(l 148 1=19N













































































( LCT 9ICTeCNM 9 SWM9ECNo PVA P CTT 9 CTBgUMT 9 VMT 9 NTE) 75400
IMPLICIT	 REAL* 8(A-4"19()-Z 9 $ ) 75500
DIMENSION
	 LC'1(1)®ICT(I)#CNM(l6 9 SNM(16 9 ECN(l) 75600
DIMENSION	 PVA4 1I9CT7(1)oCTH(1)9I1MT(l)oVMT(1) 75700































35 IF	 (LC)	 50950940 78900














DO 90 I=19LMX 80400
CTT(1 )z-TMA doso0

























































































100 DO 130 LC=KB9KC

























































































































































101 FORMAT(° EPHEMERIS ERROR--JULIAN OATF °on25.7s I IS 6EFORF JAN 1965








































































































































F(1)=E1*D2*do16666667D+00—D2*1. 833333333 n-02—D2 *to198412698D-03—n2
1*(o275573192D-05-02*.250521083D-079)))
F12)=D2 *d.500-02*fo41666667D—O1— t)2* (ol3888889D-02—D2*(o24801587D-0
14—D2*o27557319D-06))))


































AB=DASS I DE )
IF(AB-1.000110910911
11 DE n OE/AB
10 E2=El+DE






















IMPLICIT REAL*R	 (A—HvO—ZvA) IU2.600
DIMENSION DATEEC(393)PDATECT(393) 1U2700
DIMENSION Rl (398)vVl(3v8)9RR(3)vACC(3)vTFM P(3)90ATE(3 9 3) 9 102AOO
1	 SDATE(393)vDATET(393)aSDATET (393)9Ar)ATE(393)9ADATET(393) 102900
DIMENSION A(3v3)oEN(393)vEMN(3v3)oAR(393) 9 LCT(R)9ICT19) 9 103000
1	 CNM(36)9SNM(36)oECN(3) oPVA(9)gCTT(R) 9 CTR4R) 9 (IMT(45)vVMT(45) 9 103100
2	 LCTM45)91CTM46)9CNMM415)oSNMM415)PCTT M (5),CTHM45)9uMT *(21)9 103200
3	 ':MTM421) 103300
COMMON/ROT/ DATE, SDATEvOATET9SDATFT9ADATF9ADATFTvDATEEC 9 DATECTvF.N 103400
COMMON/XLIB/ SG9,TA9XMLIB 103500


















CALL MULT4EN 9 A9DATE) 104700
DO	 101	 I=193 104ROO
DO 101	 J=lv3 104900
101 DATET(J 9 I) 	 =	 DATE(19J) 105000
100 CONTINUE 1091n0
GO TO 42094980 9 8095)9	 NOR 105200
20 CONTINUE 105300
NTE=8 IU5400
•ECN(1)	 =	 C(2I) 1 U51n0
ECN(2)
	 = C(1) 105600
ITIME = TIME I Or) 7r10
T2 = (TIME — ITIME) *86400.On0 105Rn0
T1 =	 ITIME 10" OU
DA	 s	 EN(291) 106000
CALL GHA(T2vT19GHANvDAv(1MEGA) 1U6100
ECN13) = GHAN* * 01745329252DO IU6200




1 PVA(1)	 :	 RR(I) 106500






GO TO (200 9 202)9
	
KEY 107000
202 CALL MNA(TIMEvOM9CRoOT9EPSIL9RUvGPGPgWW9EMN) IU71OU
CALL MULT(EMN 9DATEvSDATE) 107200
DO 201
	
1 = 193 107300
DO 201 J=143 107400





T3P= T2P* TP I OR 000
OMn l2.11279D0—.05295392200*DP +.00207951x0*TP 10A100
1	 + *002081D0*T2P+.2D-5*T3P 1UP200
CR=64 * 3754"S2DO ♦13 * 176397DD*0P — ,,001131571300*TP 108300
1	 — .0011301500*T2P+ .19D-5*T3P 108400
EPS1L e23.44S758700— * 01309404DO*TP —* 88(1 6*TZP +.5D-6*T3P IUR500
OMnOM*C (75 ) 10R6o0CR:CR*C(75Y 1OA700
EPSIL nEPSIL*C175) IURR00








ECN(1)	 =	 C(22) I041n0
ECN121	 =	 C(2) 109200
ECN(31
	 = 0a00 109300
CALL	 M1IR111o21 9 SnATEaRR) 109400
DO 2
	 1=193 109500
2 PVAII)	 =	 RRII) 109600
CALL GETACC(LCTMoICTMaCNMM9SNMMtECNgPVAPCTTMgCTRM91IMTM 9 VP4TMgNTF) 109700
CALL	 I` 411PVA4 7 19SDATETsACCI 109FI00
RETURN 10944)0
5 CONTINUE 110000
XJ2 = C(725) 110100
XJ3	 = C17261 110200
RE = C(25) 110300
U =	 CIS) 110400







T2	 = TIME—ITIME 110800
T1	 =	 ITIME 110900
CALL DATOUT 4T19T29DATE9FDATE90) 111000
CALL ARESIDATE9FnATE 9 AR) 111100
CALL MULT4ARgAeADATE) 1112.00
00 301
	 1 = 193 111300






R 2 = R**2 IlIR00
R5 = R**5 111900
R7 = R5*R2 112000
RE2 = RE*RE 112100
RE3 = RE2*RF 1122nD
Z2 =	 RR43)*RR(3) 112300
Z3 = Z2*RR43) 112400
COEF = -1o5DO*l)*XJ2*RE2/R5 112500
DO	 10 1 5 193 112600






IF(XJ3 *ER *0 * D0)	 GO TO 13 112900
COEF = — s5DO*U*XJ3*RE3/R7 113000
00 14	 1-193 113100
14 TEMP11)	 = COEF*1-35.DO*Z3*RR(1)/R2 +	 15 * D0*RRII)*RR13)) 113200
TEMP43) s	 TEMP431	 + COEF*415 * nO*Z2-3 * f10*R2) 113300
DO	 15	 1 = 193 113400
15 PVAII+61	 = PVAII+6)	 + TEMP41) 113500
























































































C***x####*****#*#a +xx##aa###^xxxxx^a # ^xx####xa#xa##^ax # a#xa# ## x##+z #,xxxa#,axra*m
C	 THIS VERSION OF THE 360 JPL onl1BLE PRFCI5InN EPHFMFRIS
C	 WAS MODIFIED BY JERRY So LINNEKIN OF CODE 551 GSFCoGREFNBELT Mn,
C	 IT HAS BEEN MODIFIED TO HANDLE. SEVEN RnnIES INSTEAD OF THE
C	 NORMAL ELEVEN, THE BODIES AND ORDER ARE EAKTH9MOONgS11N9VFN41S9MARS9
C	 SATURN AND JUPITER, SATURN AND JIIPITFR HAVE REFN INTERCHANGED
C	 TO CORRESPOND TO THE QUICK LOOK MISS1nN ANALYSIS PROGRAM,
C	 THE READ ROU TINT —GETTAP HAS BEEN MODIFIED TO USE THE DIRECT ACCFSS
C	 READ FEATURE OF 360 FORTRANH,IN AnD1TtnN 9 THE NOTATION VARIABLES
C	 HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED FROM THIS VERSION SO THAT AN EPHEMERIS
C	 R•CCORD- WILL FIT ON ONE TRACK OF A 231 6 DISK PACK,
C	 THE DECK AS IT APPEARS HERE IS SFT UP AS A ()IRFCT REPLACEMENT
C	 FOR THE SINGLE PRECISION INTR1 IN THE QUICK LOOK MISSION
C	 ANALYSIS PROGRAM.
C	 IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE CHANGESPTHE FOLL4IWIP{G COMMENT CARDS
C	 DESCRIBE THE CHANGES NECESSARY TO USF THIS PACKAGE WITH THE
C	 MARK2 PROGRAM ' THE MARK2 COVERAGE PRnGRAM AND THE QUICK LOOK
C	 COVERAGE PROGRAM
C	 ******	 MARK2 PROGRAM
	
###*#####
C	 SUBROUTINE ANTR ITWgTFoNBoPOS9VFL1 MK2 PROGRAM
C	 DATA NCENT/391191OP2949596/	 MARK2
C	 NCENTR=NCENTINBI	 FOR MARK 1I
C	 ******	 MARK2 COVERAGE PROGRAM*********
C	 SUBROUTINE ANTR1(TW9TFPN89PDS9KKPVELg1)ISI





C	 ****** COVER —QUICK LOOK COVERAGE PRnG **##
C	 NO CHANGE NECESSARY DUE TO CAREFUL PLANNING BY PROGRAMMER
C*#k#***#**^ # ^***^^r.r,r^^^c ###*% ##^k **#+k^^*^*#*##^^Oc^ *+R^^^c # R#**^#^k ***^*kk*
C	 TO EXTEND THE E°HEMERIS FOR ALL BODIES9CHANGE THE FOLLOWING
C	 POS(21,) TO POS(331 9 VEL(21) TO VEL(33) AND NCENT(7) TO NCENT1111
C	 REPLACE THE NCENT DATA CARD WITH
C	 DATA NCENT/3911910g29495g691P79899/
C	 THIS WILL RESULT IN THE FOLLOWING BODIES IN THE ORDER
C	 THAT THEY ARE LISTED EARTHgMOON9S(JNPVIFNUSgMARSoJUPITERgSATURN9
C	 MERCURYPURANUSPNEPTUNE AND PLUTO,
C	 ARGUMENT DESCRIPTION
C	 TW	 INPUT9 WHOLE DAYS FROM 1950 9 REAL*A
C	 TF	 INPUT, FRACTIONAL DAYS FROM 1950, RFAL*A
C	 NB	 INPUTS CENTRAL BODY NUMBER (1—EARTH 9 2 —mn(wo 3—SUN,
C	 4—VENUS9 5—MARS9 6—SATURNP 7 —JUPITER)9 INTEGER*4
C	 POS	 OUTPUTS POSITION ARRAY, POS(11 —POS(3)9 EARTH X9YgZ
C	 VEL
	 OUTPUT S VELaCITY ARRAY 9 RFAL*8
C	 NCENTR	 CENTRAL BODY NUMBER (3—EARTH911—MOON P 10—SUN S 2 —VENUS9
C	 AU	 ASTRONOMICAL UNIT






























20 DO	 10	 I=1913 12120U
10 IREQ(I)=2 121300
IFITF — ,500138939,39 121400
38 SECI=TF#86400.DO 121500
GO TO 40 121600
39 DT=TW+.500 121700
SFCl=(TF—.5DO)#86400.D0 1218nO
GO TO 41 121900
40 DT=TW 122000
41 JD1=DT+2433282.5D0 122100
C####x#########x#####xx #### wx#########x ## x#x#############x############# 122200











G[l	 TO	 1 123200
WRITE(69100)	 IERR 9 NCENTR,ICW9JU3 123300
100 FORMAT(23HOFPHEMERIS ERROR $	]ERR= t I3,2i5 9 nl4.2) 123400
1 CONTINUE 123500
00 2 J=197 123600
DO 2	 I = 193 123700
I1=(J-1)#3+I 123800
JJ =NCENTIJ) 123900









DIMENSION	 X1(3)9R1(398)o R( 398)oVI(39R)9V(39R)9RR1399VVV(3)9CB(20) 124ROO













C	 K=1 MEANS EARTH 5HADOW9 K=2 MEANS NOnN SHAf)OW 126040
C	 Kz3 MEANS OTHER PLANET SHADOW 126100
C	 KKcl MEANS PENUMBRA S KK=2 MEANS UMBRA 126200
00 2000 1 = 108 126300
DO 2000 J = 193 126400
R(Jo1)=R1" 126500
2000 V(JgI) z Vl(vi 126600
GO	 TO	 (1929IO)oK 126700
1 DO 3	 I=193 126900





ZRE K 6500.D0 127400
GO TO 4 127500
2 DO 5 1=193 127600
5 X1(I1=Rf192)—R(1 9 3) 127700
SEVA= ADOTIXI9R(1921) 127800
RFS= FNORM(R(193)) 127900
RFE n FNORM(Rfl 9 2)) 12A000
DELS=DARSIN(1739.00/RFE)*57.295779500 12A100
ZRE=1738.DO IZR200
GO TO 4 1219300
10 00 20 1
	
n 	 1 9 3 129400
20 X1111	 n 	 R(19
	
NOR)
	 —	 R(1931 129540
SEVA= ADO74X19R419NOR)) 129600
RFS=FNORM(R(193))	 ' IZR700
RFE= FNORM f Rf l9NOR) ) 12,i1400
DELS=DARSINIC(NOR+209/RFE)*57.2957795 0 1'_'Rg00
ZRIr=C I NOR+201 !29000
4 CONTINUE- 129100
ZRE=DS1GN(ZRE9XK) 129200
SIGn OARSIN(f ZRS+ZRE a /RFS1 *`97.2957795(00 129300
F=S EVAl+DEL S+XK* S I G-180. fD0 129400
IF(DABSIFI * LE.0.00000100)	 RETURN 129500
IFfC04.9NT,GT.100.D0)	 GO TO 11 12g600
GO TO 4697)9LK 129700
6 LK=e2 129800
DT=—STEP 129900





CALL STEPDINN9DT9TAoRlIl9II1)9VIf 191899C(18)fRR4VVV9l9Cff1) 130500
TIM= Cfa931+fXOLD+C4506)+T1/864004,00 130600
CALL TFRACfC4592)9TIM9TT9TTF) 130700
CALL SNlFTP(I89RRsVVVsTT9TTF 9 R 9 V) 130ROU
























IMPLICIT RFAL*19(A-H 9 0-Z,S) 131600
DIMENSION	 C(1000)9IC(50) 131700
DIMENSION S(4091)9SSS(4096) 1311900
DIMENSION ONAMF(2 9 6) 131900
DIMENSION 0(7 9 3) 132000
G THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT(S)
	 HAVE BEEN MANUFACTIIRFO RY THE TRANSLATOR TO 132100
C	 COMPENSATE FnR THE FACT THAT EQUIVALENCF DOFS mnT RFnRDER CnMMOPJ--- 132200
COMMON	 C 132300
COMMON	 IC	 9	 55S 132400
C	 DIMENSION C(1000)9I050) 132500
C	 DIMENSION S(4091)9SSS(40t6) 132600
C	 DIMENSIONDNAME1296) 132700
C	 DIMENSION 0(7 9 3) 132ROO
C	 C OMMON C9IC9SSS 132900
EQUIVALENCE	 ( C120I ) tS(1 9 1 )) 9( CI341) 9 i) ( 191))9(C( 448 ) 9DNAMF 4 191)) 133000




1	 C(I) =O.ODO 133400
C	 PLANETARY GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANTS
	 (KM3/SFC2) 133500
C(1)	 398603.2DO 133600
C(2)	 = 4902.77800 133700
C(3)	 _	 .13271545D12 133800




C18) = 10000.OLO 134300
C	 RADIUS OF SPH2RE OF 	 INFLUENCE	 1KM1 134400
C(11)=925000.ODO 134500
C(12)=60000.000 134600
























c	 SIDEREAL ROTATION RATES
	 BRAD/SEC) 137100
01411=.72921152D-4 137206




C 154) =40.0®0 1375000
Cl SS )=4Q&0DO 137600
C1560=100.OD0 137700









DATA QOOIHL/6H	 MOON/ 138100
C(62)=QOOIHL 138200
DATA 0002HL/6H	 SUN/ 139300
C463)=0 002HL 13A400





C(65) = 0004HL 138AOO
DATA 0005HL/6HJUPTER/ 138900
C4661=0005HL 139000
DATA 0006HL/6HHODY 7/ 139100
C(67) =QO06HL 13g2rO
DATA 0007HL/6HBODY 8/ 139300
C(681=0007HL 139400
C	 ASTRONOMICAL UNIT
	 IN KM 139500
0470)=.1495D9 139600
C	 SECONDS PER MEAN SOLAR DAY AND RECIPRnCAL 139700
C(71)=86400.ODO 139800
C(721=1.1574074()-5 139900
C	 SEMI—MAJOR AND SEMI—MINOR AXES OF THE EARTH (KM) 140000
C(73)=6378.2064DO 140100
C 1741=6356.583800 1402.00
C	 DEGREE—RADIAN CONVERSIONS 140300
C475)=.017453293DO 140400
C1761
	 = 57.2957795DO 140500
C(77)
	 =	 1.57079632DO 140600










DATA 0011HL/6H	 U/ 141500
C488	 )=QO11HL 141600




DATA 0014HL/6H	 EQU/ 142100
C(911=0014HL 142200
DATA 0015HL/6HATOR 0/ 142300
C192)=QO15HL 142400
DATA 0016HL/6HF DATE/ 142500
C(93)=0016HL 142600
DATA 0017HL/6H	 FCLI/ 142700
C694) a UO17HL 142800
DATA ®01BHL/6HPTIC D/ 142900
C4 951=06118HL 143000
0196)=QO16HL 143100
DATA 0019HL/6H	 S/ 143200
C497)=®019HL 143300





C swww	 THE FOLLOWING ARE EARTH POTENTIAL COEFFICIENTS 	 ww ** 143900
C	 01200) THRU 01207)	 IS C(090)	 THRU C17s0) 144000
C	 C1208)	 THRU 04.2141	 IS C41r1)	 THRU C;7e11 144100
C	 C(215) THRU C(220)	 IS C(2,21	 THRU 067921 144200
C	 042211
	
THRU C12251	 IS C4393) THRU C ► 7931 144300
C	 012261 THRU C1229)	 IS Cl4v4)	 THRU C1794) 144400
C	 C42301 THRU C6232) 	 IS C45e5) THRU C(7951 144500












































































C	 C(235) IS	 C(797)
C	 C(236) THRU C(243)	 IS	 S(09U) THRU	 S(790)





C	 C(25i) THRU C(256)
	 IS	 S(2e2) 'THRU	 S(792)
C	 C12571 THRU C(261)
	 IS S430) THRU
	
S(7931
C	 C(262) THRU C(265)	 I5 S(4 9 4) THRU	 S(7941
C	 C(266) THRU 0(268)	 IS	 S(59') THRU S(795)
C	 C(269) THRU C(2701	 IS S(6 9 6) THRU	 S(796)





C(204)	 = .164 D-5









C(210)	 m .209111899862 D-5
L(211) 	 = -.542646846485 n-6
C42121
	 = -.6765155824770-7
C(213)	 = -.36979402246 n--7
C42141	 = .14418523578 D-6
C(215)	 = *153563789676D-5
C(216)	 = .2507087287360-6
C(217)	 = .737902432577D -7
C(216)	 = .1021177075260-6
C(219)	 = .858383031385D -8






0(2251	 = - .352147606138 0-8
C(2261	 = -.11198293875 0-8































C62481 - - .88203930746 0-7
04249) n -.21243486397 0-7
042501 - .1141803408536 0-6
C(2511 	 * -.872496'0 50118 0-6
C42521 s - .183761963737 D-6
06253) - .1478040933150-6
042541 - - .375456547404D -7
04255) - -.455316216648 D-7






































































	 _	 . 22589R207164 0-6
C42581
	 = — . 113546717887n -7
C4259)
	 _	 9231240615425 0-9
C(26U)
	 = o642750579065D -9
C(261)
	 =	 o2535462764220-9
C(262) _ . 4859636964750 -8
C(263) =	 0498321698304 D-9
C(264)
	 = - . 196087502512n -8
C(265) = -.2166000563620-9
C(266) = -.145764420605n -B
C(267)







	 =	 . 437281413924D-11
C(271)
	 =	 0178085140954D -11
C	 THE FOLLOWING ARE MOON PUTENTIAL CnFFFICIENTS
C 01272)
	 THRU C(276)	 IS C(0 9 0) 	 THRU C(490)
C C(277)
	
THRU C(2R01	 YS	 011 9 1)	 THRU	 C44911
C C(281)
	 THRU C(2R3)
	 IS C(2 9 21 	 THRU C(492)





THRU C(2911	 IS	 510 9 01	 THRU	 S(490)
C 042921
	 THRU C(295)	 IS	 S(191)	 THRU	 S(491)
C C(2961
	
THRU C12981	 IS	 S(292)	 THRU	 $(492)
C C(299)


















C C(719)= REDUCTION FROM UNIVERSIAL TO EPHM TIME 1966
C(7191=40.ODO
C C4720)= RFTIFICATION LIMIT
	 IN ROUTINE DERIV
C(720)=0.025DO
C C47251= J2 OF MARS
C(7251=0.1946667D-2
C C(726)a J3 /F MARS
C( 7261=000
C C4758) STANDS FOR TYPE OF INPUT
C =1	 EARTH MEAN EQUATOR AND FQI)INOX OF 1950
C =2	 TRUE EQUINOX AND FCLIPTIC OF DATF
C =3	 SELENOGRAPHIC TRUE MOON EQUATOR (1F DATE
C =4	 MARS MEAN EQUATOR OF DATE













C---- C1769) SOLAR PRESS KEY	 0908110 NOT INCLUDE 1®0= INCLUDE
C 17691= 0.0061
C---- C1770) AREA FOR SOLAR PRESSURES (CN* **21
C1770) =22225.110




C---- CI7721	 REFLECTIVITY 157900
CI7721=0.200 158000
C---- Ct7731 FRACTION OF PARTICLES REFLFCTEn 15RIOU
C4773)=1.ono 15A200
C---- Ca774I	 SOLAR PRESS AT ONE	 A.U. 158300
097741=4.7n-5 159400
C---- CI7751	 IS KEY FOR	 INPUT.-O.	 INPUT	 IS CARTESIAN.=1.	 INPUT	 IS 158500
C ORBITAL ELEMENTS 158600
CI7751 =0.00 159700
C ---- C97761	 IS KEY FOR STOPPING AT APnGEF OR PERIGFE. 15ABOO
G ---- = 0.	 DO NOT
	 STOPS	 =1.	 STOP AT APf1GFF 9
	=-1.	 STOP AT PERIGIEE 158900
C97761=O,Do 159000
C----0 '07P
	 IS THE KEY FOR EXTRA OUTWIT ANn IS IN THE FORM ANCDEFGH. 159100
C----O MEANS DO NOT PRINT AND 1 MEANS PRINT. 159200
C---- A= CENTRAL BODY MEAN EARTH EQOATRR OF	 1950 159300
G---- B= MOON FIXED 159400
C---- C= MARS MEAN EGU ATOR OF DATE 159500
C---- G= CENTRAL BODY TRUE EARTH eWUATCIR CIF DATE 159900
C---- H=EARTH FIXED LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE 160000
C(777)=10000011. 160100
















































































































































SG = -.0302777D0*nSIN(G) + .010277700*DSINlG+2.D0*WW)




YN S YN + RO
RD = OM + SG + DT
Cl = DCDS (90)*DSIN IEPSIL)*DSIN IYN)
1	 +DCDS (EPSIL)*DCDS (YN)
SI - 1.00 - CI**2$I - OSORT (SI)
SO = -DSIN (RU)*DSIN (YN)/SI
CU = 100 - SO**2
CO = OSORT ICO)
SD a —DSIN (RO)*DSIN (EPSIL)/SI
CO : -DSIN IRO)*SO*DCDS IEP SIL) - DCnS (Rn)*CQ
DL=ARKTNSIOvCD®Sn)
8 CONTINUE
CA s OL + (CR + TAI - (OM + SG)
SA - DSIN ICA)
CA = DCOS ICA)
RED x DCDS IRO) *DSIN IEPSIL)/ISI*Cn)
EMI1911 = CA*CO - SA*SO*CI
E14(1 9 21 - CA*SO + SA*CG*CI
EMI1 93) _ $A*SI
EM(2,1) - -SA*CG m CA* SG*CI
E#412:2) - 4-SA*S®+ CA*CO*C I
EM(2 9 3) s CA*$1
EM(3s1) - 5RD*SI


































































































































VL - VL* 017453296DO
G =G*.017453296DO
DEL = 25958440000 * DCOSIOM)
M = -.251100 * 000S42.D0*0M)
DE3 = 1.533600*nGn512.00*VL)
DE4 = .0666nO* nCr15( 3.00* VL -G )
DES = -.025RDO * DCOS( VL+G )
DE6 = - * 019300 * DCOS( 2.DO*VL -nM 1
DE7 = -.006700 * ()COS( 2.DO*GP - OM 1
0E = DEL + DE2 + nE3 + nE4 + nE5 + DE6 + nE7
DD1 = .2456no * OCUS(2ono*CR)
D02 = .050800 * DCOSI 2.DO* CR - nM)
nD3 =..0369DO * DCOS13.n0* CR - GP )
DD4 = - *013g D0 * nCO5( CR+GP)
DOS x -.008600 * nCOSI CR-GP+OM )
D06	 9009300 * DCOS( CR-GP-UM I
nD8 = .006100 * DCOS( 3 * DO * CR+GP - 2 * n0*VL )
DD9 = .0064n0 * OCOSI 3 * 00*CR -GP -OM)
00 = DUI + D02 + DD3 + nD4 + DDS + D06 + 007 + nn9 + D09
DT1 = -I 47.892700DO + .0462DO*T) * nsiN( nM)
DT2 = * 58DO * DSIN( 2 * 00*DM )
DT3	 -3.536100000 * DSIN( 2 * 1)0 * VL )
nT4 _ - * 137800 * nSIN( 3.DO*VL -G )
DT5 = .0594nO * nSIN( dL+G )
OT6	 o0344n0 * DSIN( 2900*VL - nM)
OT7 a * 012500 * DSIN( 2 * 00*GP - nM )
OT8 : .35DO * OSIN4 VL-G )
t)T9 s * 0125nO * DSIN4 2 * DO*VL - 2oDO*GP D
DT = DT1+DT2+DT3+nT4+nT5+DT6+nT7+nT6+OT9
DSL = -.5651400 * nSIN( 2.n0*CR )
DS2 = -.09500 * DSIN( 2 * DO*CR - ON )
DS3 = - * 072500 * OSINI 3.D0*CR - GP I
OS4 = * 0317DO * DSINI CR+GP )
{DS5 : *0161DO * DSINI CR -GP +UM )
DS6 = .0158nO * DSINI CR -GP -ON )
OS7 = - *014400 * OSINI 3.00*CR + GP - 2 * 1DO*VL )
DS8 a -.0122DO * DSINI 3 *DO*CR - GP - ON )"
lDS9 = .1875DO * DSINI CR - GP )
DS10 = * 007800 * OSIN( 2 * DO*CR °- 2,DO*GP I
DS11 i *041400 * nSIN( CR + GP - 2 *00*VL )
DS12 a .0167DO * F)SINI 2 * 00*CR - 2.00*VL )











FN12 9 11 - -EN(1v2)
EN12921 = 10017{)





















rSUBROUTINE ORB(XvDX t UgNMUT) 177ROO
IMPLICIT REAL+R(A-HvO —Zvi! 1779oU
DIMENSION C(1000) 178000
nIMENSION	 X(3)vDX(3)BB(3) 17A100
C THE FOLLOWING STATEMFNT(S6 HAVE BEEN MANI1FACT UREn RY-THE TRANSLATOR Tn 17R20U
C	 COMPENSATE FOR THE FACT THAT EfJUIVALkNCF nnES NOT REORDER C OMt4nN--- 17A300
COMMON	 C 17A400
C COMMON C 17ASOU
C DIMENSION C(1000) 178600
C DIMENSION	 X43)vnX(3)vd(3) 178700
EQUIVALENCE	 (C(700)vSMA)v(C(701)vFCC)94C(702)vnlNC)o(C1703)POMG) 174ROO
lv(C(704)vBFP)v(C(705)vRCA)a(C4706)rC3) 9 4C(707.) 9,THE T)v4C47081 9 PFRV) 17R900
294C(709)vP) * (C(710)gB8	 )9(C4711)vTPFR) 179000
CALL CROSS(XvDXv13) 179100
R2 =	 DOT( X 9X) :79200
R=nsORT(R2) 179300
V2 = DOT(DX9DX) 179400
B2 a DOT(B 9 8) 179500
88=DSQRT(82) 179600
A=DOT(XvDX)/U 179700
P	 s 62/U 179BOU
C3 = V2-2.0110*U/R 179900
SMA= —U/C3 180000
ECC=DSQRT(DABS4 l .OD0+CS*P/U) ) 180100
OINC = ARKTNS(1ROvB43)90SORT4B(1)**2+H(21**2)) 180200OMG= ARKTHS4360 9 -942)gB(l)) 180300
RCA=P/41.ODO+ECC) 180400















GO TO 200 1818()0
STAS=0 * 00 181900
CTAS=DSIGN(1.0D0vCTAS) 182000
GO TO 201 182100
200 STAS=DSQRT(1.0D0—CTAS*CTAS) 18?200
STAS = DSIGN4	 STAS9A	 1 IF2300
201 CONTINUE 1d2400
THE=ARKTNS4180vCTAS P STAS) 1132500
THET=THE*RTD 182600
CALL TCONIC4U9ECCvSMAvPvTHEvTPERvFAC) 182700
TPER=TPER/86400 * 0n0 182ROo
IF(SMA)10910911 162900
10 WRITE	 4	 697)SMA*ECC90INCvOMGvBFPvRCA9C39THET*PERV9
	
PvVIMPvTPER 183000
7 FORMAT15H	 SMADIS *895H	 FCCD15.8 9 5H	 INCnl5 * AvSH	 LAND15.89 11$31()0
15H	 APF015 * 8v5H	 RCAD15 * 8/5H	 C3n15.Rv5H THFTnl5.8 9 5H PERVDI5,8 9 181200
2SH	 SLRDIS.Av5H IMPVD15.895H TPFRnl5 * 8) 183300
GO TO 12 183400
11 F1=A*U/0S0R'T444*SMA) 163500
F2 z l *0D0—R/SMA 183600
SINE w F1 / ECC 183700
COSE=F2/ECC 1838600
EmARKTNS ( 366) 9 COSE * SINE ) 183900
XMAN=4E—ECC*SINE)*A TD 184000
PERM = FAC * C4791 / 3600.00 184100
APBK*SMA*
 41. DO+ECC 1 18421)0
WRITE 4
	












5 FnRMAT(5H SMAD15.895H ECCD 1568vsH INCn15on 9 5H LAHnl5o8 9 	 184500
15H APF01568 9 5H RCAD15*8/5H	 C3n15e8 9 5H THETn15,A 9 5H A pn GU15eR 9	184600







SI1BROLITINF	 ORB2X(X9VX 9 E` 	 U) 185100
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A —HqD —Z	 e l 185200
DIMENSION
	 Xl3)9VX(3)9EL16)9A(3 4 21 185300
C EL CONSISTS OF	 INPUT ORBITAL
	 F.LFMFNTS 185400





C (2)	 ECCENTRICITY	 (LESS	 THAN to	 ELLIPTIC9
	
G RFATER HYPFRBOLTC) 185600
C 136
	
TRUE ANOMALY	 IDEGRFES) 18570,0
C ***IF C379 CHANGEn TO leg MEAN ANnMALY
	
IS USED FOR	 INPUT 185800
C379 = OoDO 185900
C 14) LONGITUnE OF THE ASCENDING NnnE	 MEGREES) 186000
C (5)	 INCLINATION
	 MEGREES) 186100
C (6)	 ARGUMENT	 OF PFRIAPSIS
	 (DEGRFFS) 186200
DATA'OR/oOI745329300/ 186300






FCC = EL(2) 187000
F=XM+ECC*OSIN	 (XM)+(ECC**2/2onD)*nSIN
	
12 * DO*XM)+(ECC**3/24oDO)*(9. 187100
lO0*0SIN	 (3eDO*XM)-3eDO*DS1N
	 (XMII+(ECC**4/192,aO)*(64on0*DSIN 	 (4on 187200
*O*XM)-32oDO *DSIN 	 (2.D0*XM)) 187300
CTA=(DCUS
	 IE) —ECC)/(IoDO—ECC*nCnS	 (E)) 187400
STA=DSQRT
	 (laD0—FCC**2)*DSIN (E)/(lonO —FCC*nCOS	 {E)) 187500
TAA= ARKTNS11809CTA 9 STA) 187600
GO TO 21 187700
IU CTA=DCUS	 (DR *EL(3)) 187800
STA =DSIN(DR*EL(3)) 187900
TAA=EL(3)*DR 188000
21	 TBH=TAA+EL16) *nR 188100
CBA=DCUS(789) 188200
SBA=DSIN(TBH) 18F1300
A( 191,1=COM*CBA — (SI)M*CIN)*SBA 1811400
A(2 9 1)=SnM*CBA+(CnM*CIN)*SBA 188500
A(391)=SNI*SBA IOR600
A1192)= —COM*S8A-(SOM*CIN)*C0A 188700
Al 2 9 2 )= -SnM*SBA+(CDM*CIN)*CBA 1881900
A(3 9 2) =SNI*CBA 188900
P ,•EL(11*(1o0D0—FLd2)**2) 189000
R=P /(1o0D0 +EL(2)*CTA) 189100
C R	 IS THE RAM US VECTOR MAGNITIIDF 189200
VR=EL(2)*STA*DSORT(U/P) 189300
C VR 1S THE RADIAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY 189400
VT=DSORTIU*42oOn0/R — Ieono/EL(1)) —VR*VR) 189500
C VT IS THE TANGENTIAL COMPONENT OF VELnCITY 189600























































































DIMENSION RATE(31 9 PERT(3)9 PERTT43)
DIMENSION DACC(319CACC(3)90ACC(3)
DIMENSION R1(398)9V1(398)











CALL TFRACIC(592)9TIM 	 9TW9TF)
IF (C1122) .NE. O.DO ) GO TO 3000
ST1 = TW
ST = TF
IF(C(594) — (C1506)+X).GT.0.D0) GO TO 50
3000 IF(TWeEO.STI.AND.DABS(TF — ST)eLEn.00002nn) GO TO 50


























100 IF(1CDATE.E®.0) Gn TO 30
CALL M1(R1(19NOR ) 9DATE9XX)
CALL M1(V1(19NOR)9DATE9XV)
WRITE16948) CINOR+60)
4(I FORMAT4lHO9A691X9 6 CENTERED ® 9 3X9 9 TRUE EARTH EQUATOR AND EQUINOX OF
IDATEs)
CALL 0UTX(XX9XVtNOUT)
CALL OR8(XX.XV 9C(N0R )SNOUT)
30 IF( IC50 * EOoOoANDeC I 777') * NEeO.00) W T(7 31
WRITE469101 C(NOR+60)
10 FORMAT 9 1N09A69IXtFIHCENTERE0 9 3Xt S lHCENTRAL 1iOnY MEAN EARTH EQUATOR
IAND EQUINOX OF 19501
CALL 0UTX(Rl(i9NOR) ® Vl(19N0R)9N0llT)
CALL oko(Riti9NnRi 9 V1(19NOR)9C (N(1R )9M67UTI
A-U
•9













XLOINGI = ARKTNS(IHOgXX(1)gXX(2))*C(76) 19A300
C 199400
200 CONTINUE 198500
IF('ISEL.EA.0oOR . NOReNEo2) GU TO	 300 198E+00
CALL MNA(TPgOMgCRYUTgEPS1LgROgGgGP9WWgEMN) 198700
CALL MULT4EMN 9 0ATE,SOATE) 19RAOO
00 801	 1-193 198900
DO 801 J=193 199000
801 SDATET(JgI)=SDATE(1 9 J) 199100
CALL	 M1(R141 9 NOR)gSDATEgXX) 199200
CALL Ml(VI(19NOR),SDATFtXV) i9g3oo
CALL MIIPERT 9 SDATF,PERTT) 199400
WRITE(6 9 500)	 G(NOR+60) 199500
500 FORMAT(IHO 9 A6 9 1X 9 °FIXED TRUE MOON EQUATnR OF DATE a ) 199600
CALL OUTX(XX,XV 9 NOUT) 199700
CALL ORB(XX 9 XV 9 C(NOR) 9 NOUT) 1519900
300 CONTINUE 199900
IF(MAR0AT.E0.0oOR.NOR.NE .5) GO Tn 1001 200000
CALL ARES(DAYMgFDATEgAR) 200100
CALL MULT(ARgAgADATE) 200200	 b	 ,
DO 802 I=1 93 200300
DO 802 J=1 9 3 .2uO4OO	 f	 '
802 ADATET(JgI)=ADATE(19J) 200500
CALL M1(Rl(19NOR)9ADATEgXX) 200600
CALL M14V1(l 9NOR),ADATE9XV) 200700
CALL MI(PERTgADATF.,PERTT) 200POO
WRITE ( 6 9 700) ciNnR+601 200900
700 F0RMAT(1H09A6g1Xg35HCENTERED MARS MEAN F011ATnR OF DATE 	 1 2.01000





400 CONTINUE i01600	 #^'
IF( IOReE6*3 eANOeISUNECeEQ * 0) GO TO 32 2U19 00
CALL M1(V1(1 9 IOR),DATEECsXV) 202100
C 202200
WRITE(6000) C4I0R+60) 70?300	 i
900 FOPMAT(1H0vA6, lX ' B CENTERED TRUE ECLIPTIC AND E0t)INOX OF GATE e ) 202400
CALL OUTX(XX,XVsNT•IUT) 2025(10
C 2026+00
IF( IOReEOeNOR) CALL OR6lXX,XVsC(N('IR),NO(4T) 202700
32 CONTINUE 202800
IF( IOReEO . 3eANDeNOR * NEe3) GO TU 14 ?4)2900
IF(IOR.EDe1) GO TO 1000 203000
IORa1 203100
60 TO 400 203200
1:000 IFIIOReE0e3I GO TO 14 203300




90 TO 400 203600
14 CONTINUE 703700
lFIN49R e MEeleO4R e lE ARFXeE0 * 0) 60 Tn 33 24$3x610
Srw, ry° T
4
WRITE(6 9 3001) XLATI9XLONGI
33 CONTINUE
WRITE46921IC4461D




















SUBROUTINE OUTXIX 9 VX 9 NOUT)	 2U4900
IMPLICIT REAL *A{A—HgO — Z9A)	 205000
DIMENSION X(3) 9 VX(3)9C(6)
	 205100
C	 DIMENSION Xt31,VX(3)oC(6)	 205200




5 FORMATI5H	 XD15.895H	 YD15.A95H	 2O15,Rg5H	 DXD15 mA 9	 205500
1 5H	 DYD15m8 9 5H 	 OZD15.8/5H	 R015m8p5H DECOI5o8 9 5H	 RAD15oR 9 205600













995 FORMAT(4(5H9I3 9 D17,8)) 2U6600





DO 10 N-1 9 4 207100
N=N 207200
GO TO	 411 9 12a12 9 12) 9 N 207300
11 CONTINUE 207400
IF(IND(N))13 9 13g17 2.07500
17 IF(K)18 9 19919 2.07600




	 (IND(J)gBUFP(J)gJ , 1v4) 208000
GO TO 14 2UR100
12 IF(IND(N))
	
15 9 1504 209200
14 CONTINUE 208300
J= I ND 4 N ) 20,9400
S(J)=BUFP(N) 2OA500
10 CONTINUE 2U8600
GO TO 15 208700
13 CONTINUE 20RR00









IMPLICIT RFAL*R(A-H 9 0-Z) 2U94n0




	MESA SCIENTIFIC CC)RPo9 	 1965	 SEPT	 15 2.U 96 00
C C.Lo LAWSON 9
 JPL 9 	1966 MAR	 17 2U970U
C READ JPL EPHEMERIS AT	 THE JULIAN EPr4FMFR I S DATE 209ROO
C GIVEN BY (JED+TSEC/86400.00) 209900J^ C 210 000
C** ITEMS COMMUNICATEn THROUGH THE CALLING SFAUENCF 210100
C 210200
C JED	 REFERENCE	 JULIAN EPHFMF'[IS GATE® 210300
C TSEC	 SECONDS OF CPHFMEkIS T I MF PAST JFD. 210400
' C ANY COMBINATION OF VA1 . lF.S OF JF11 m !qn TSEC 210500
C IS ACCEPTABLE AS LUNG AS (JFn+TSEC/86400o n0) ?.10600
C IS WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE FPHFMFRIS TAPE 2107001
C BEING OSFOa HOWEVER TU OBTAIN THE 7:10800
'.3 C FINEST POSSIBLE RESULUTInN IN INTERPOLATION 1110900
} C THE NUMIIFR JED MOST HE AN EXACT MACHINE 211000
'. C NUMBER. FOR EXAMPLE JEn COULn ICE A nATE ENDIN G 211100
C WITH .0 nR	 .5	 a 211200
C IERR	 ERROR FLAG 711300
C O=NO ERROR 211400
C 1=(JEn+TSEC/bo400.D0) LESS THAN FIRST GATE 2111in0
C ON TAPE 211600
C 2=(JE O+TSEC/86400.D0) GRFATFR THAN LAST DATE 211700
C ON TAPE ?11800
C 3=SOME
	 IREO(1)	 IS NOT 0919 nR 2 211900
C 4=ICENT	 IS NOT IN THE RANGE 	 1 THRO 11 212000
C 5=ICW IS NOT 1929 OR 3 712100
C 212.200
C** THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE INPUT TH1RnUGH CnMMrnN * 212300
C * COMMON BLOCK CETRL1 212400
r C AU	 A.U. EXPRESSED IN 0FSIRFn nOTPUT UNITS 212500
C RE	 EQUATORIAL RADIUS nF EARTH IN DFSIRFD OUTPUT UNITS 212600
C RE IS USED TO SCALF THE LUNAR EPHEMFRIS 212.700
C TPD	 DESIRED NUMBER OF TIMF UNITS PFR DAY 212800
COMMON /CFTBL2 / ICW910ENo	 9IRE0113) 212900
C 213 000
.` C COMMON BLOCK CETBL2* 213100
C ICW	 FLAG INDICATING STATUS of CnMMnlu BLOCKS REC2 AND CETBL3 713200
C 1 MEANS NEITHER BLOCKS CONTAIN VALIn DATA 213300
C 2 MEANS BOTH BLOCKS CONTAIN VALin nATA 213400
C 3 MEANS REC2 IS VALID9 CETHL3 IS NOT 213500
C USER MUST SET	 ICW=1 SEFnRE	 INITIAL CALL 213600
C ICENTR	 SPECIFIES CENTRAL BUOY FOR CnORnINATE 21'2700
C TRANSLATION AS FOLLOWS.. 213A n0
C I MERC	 5 JUP	 9 PLIITn 213900
` C 2 VENUS	 6 SAT	 10 SUM+ 214000




	 8 NEP 214200
C IfREQII	 IREOIJB	 SPECIFIES UUTP4 1 T DESIRFn FOR 214300
G BODY NO. J. 714400
C IIRF0 ( J9=0 NO OUTPUT 2145nU
k ., C I POSITION 214600
.^. r C 2 POSITION AND VF LOC I TY 214700
C J RUNS FROM 1 T O 11 AS FnLLnwso. 214800
; C l MEIRC	 5 JUP	 9 PLUTn 2 14900
C 2 VENUS
	
6 SAT	 In S (IN 215000
C 3 EARTH	 71 URANUS
	 II MWN 215100
C 4 MARS
	
A NEP	 12 E6RTH-M%-hARYCFNTFR 71s2m
C 13 NUTATION 215300
C * CO MRON BLOCK CETBL3 * 215400
C TA83 829 DOUBLE PREC. WWD BUFFER TO ACC6]PMATE
	 J&O) o AND EPKME 1RISo 215500
C NUTAT 2874 SIWE PRFCo W RD BUFFER Tie ACCnMnUATE NRITAT I O N DATA. 21'6hoo
C CKS104 1 S.Po WORD Fl* CHECKSUM& 2157no













































































C * COMMON BLOCK CETR1. ^,
C	 TABDUT ( 9 1 PL ANFTARY AND LUNAR nUTPHT 9 SCALED AND
C	 TRANSLATED WITH RESPECT TO CENTFR9
C	 TABOIIT (1 9 J) CUNTAIN S 111ITPIIT FOR
C	 BODY Al p , J. 41 .Lk. J .LF. 12.)
C	 THE INDEX I IDENTIFIFS CnMpnNENTS AS FOLLOWS..
C	 1=X	 2=Y	 3=Z
C	 4=XnnT	 5=YDUT	 6=ZDnT
C	 NUT
	 NOTATION (KITPUT
C	 NUT 1 1 1 =DELTA LUNG 1 TI InE
C	 NUT12)=DELTA UBLIU111TY
C	 NUT(31=TIME DERIVATIVE OF NIIT(1)
C	 NUT14)=TIME nERIVATIVE OF NIIT(2)
C
COMMON /CETBLS/ BIVECT( 6913)
C
C	 CO MM ON BLOCK CETRL5
C	 BIVECT( 9 ) WORKING ARRAY, L()NTF.NTS ARF INTFR P DLATED
C	 AND SCALED 611T NOT TRANSLATEn. 1ST INDEX RHNS
C	 OVER X 9 Y 9 Z 9 XDOT 9 YD1)T 9 ZnOT AS IN T6F1n11T
C	 BUT 2ND INDEX IS DIFFERENT AS FOLLOWS..
C	 BODIES 1 THRU 9 ARE HELInCENTRIC.
C	 1 MFRC	 5 JUP	 9 PLIITn
C	 2 VENUS
	 6 SAT	 10 monN REL TO EARTH




	 12 FRTHMN REL Tn mmN
C	 13 SEE 4092+
C
C	 THE COMMnN BLOCK O CETBL9 0 IS FOR COMMUNICATION







INTEGER KREO(12)9 MCENT(11)9M1(2C1 )9JRFo(11)9 IPnS(11)eIVFL(111
REAL INUTAT 9STP(111
DOUBLE PRECISION	 A1J9REPEMRAT9 TPD9TA639BIVFCT9TAAOUT9NUT
DOUBLE (PRECISION J01 9 TDAYoJDIF 9JED




DATA STP/' 2.98 *4.92*.5 /
DATA KREO/5959296*5949391/
DATA MICENT/{591596196 *1591095/













IP(IERR1 eNfa 0) GO TO 5000


































































































Jf(fCE-NTaF0 * 3,OR.ICENTmE0m11) GO TO 28

























40 IF(STP(IBODVloEQ®SAVE) GO TO 165


























*	 U82o2)*1 TAE311GET+ D+
*	 U82v31* TAI931I6ET+ 2111+
•	 Ullvll*8TA831IGET* 91+
*	 UI1921*ITA83B1GET+101+





























222 IGET2- I GET 1+3 2.30800
225 IF(U(1211)22822262228 2309nU
228 DO 230	 1GET=IGETI 9 IGET2 9 3 231000
NUT(ICIIw 231100
*	 C*9U(2211*(NUTAT6IGET 	 D+ 231200
*	 1)(292!*INt1TAT(IGET+1l+ 231300
*	 U(223)* NUTAT(IGET+211)+ 231400
*	 U(121)*(NUTAT(IGiET+6)+ 231500
*	 U(122)*9NIITAT(IGET+71+ 231600
*	 U6123!* NUTAT(IGET+K!!1	 ! 231700
230 1C1=IC1+1 231ROO
Gn TO	 232 231900










GO TO 222 232900
240 CONTINUE 233000
c 233100
c INTERPM ATION IS FINISHED 233200
C RESULTS ARE IN SIVECT(	 2	 )AND NUT(	 ! 233300
C #EST ?4nUN REQUFST 233400
IFILUNAR	 1 40202402024010 233500
c NOTEm.EMRAT=EARTH MASS/MWN MASS 233600
c SET BIVECT(	 2111=ERTHMN CENTERED AT EARTH 233700
c SET BIVE. Ca'	 9121=ERTHMN CENTERED AT MOON 233800
4010 RAT=laD0/(EMRAT+1,DO1 233900
IMAX=LUNAR * 3 234000




4020 WFLAG-.FALSE * 234500
KCENTSNCENT I KENT 1 234600
C 234700





I E (I R E(1(I bODY 11 4108 94108 9 4024 235100
4024 IMA1[=IIREO(IflODV 1*3 235200
KASE-KCENT+KREQlTRO Yl 235300
Kl u NIIKASEI 235400









. r : s.; ..	 .1 1	 r .	 .. -Y-	 .
0
*	 403294076 94 076 9404094028 9 !35700
*	 4084 9 4080 9 408894064 9 40908oKASF 23SAoO
C 235g0U
C KASE n 15 236000
4028 K1=IBODY 23600
C KASE919396911 236200
4032 DO 4036 I=1 o IMAX 235300
4036 TA8OUT4I9IBnDV)%BIVECT4IoKl1 236400
GO TO 4108 236500
C KASE0298914 236600
4040 DO 4044 IsloIMAX 236700
4044 TABOUT41 9 IB(1DY ps0aU0 236900
Gn TO 4108 236900
C KASEs499 237000
4048 K2 s 3 237100
GO TO 4100 237200
C KASE=5 237300
4052 L2 s ll 237400









4068 DO 4072 1=191MAX 239400
4072 TABOUT4I9IBnDYa =-9IVECT4I9K1! 238500
GO TO 4108 23R600
C KASE=12913 239700
4076 K2=KASE-1 239R00
















9133IS AN AUXILIARY VECTOR 249100
` C NEEDED WIDEN KASEs5 9 109 179 1R. 240200
C FOR KASEs05
	 BIVECT4
	 9139 sEARTH	 CENTERED AT SUN 240300
;r C FOR KASE = 10	 BIVECTI	 913I aM0nN	 CFNTEREn AT SUN 24.0400
C FOR KASE n 17 9 148	 BIVECT4	 9 13 )uERTHMN	 CENTERED AT ICENT 240500
C 240600
DO 4096 I s19IBARY -•240700
Vii = ' 4096 SIVECT419133 a BIVECT4I93) —BIV4ECT(19L2) 24OA00
4100 00 4104 I a l9INAX 240900
4104 TABOUT6191BO0Y? u BIVECTII9KlI —GIVECT4l9K23 241000
°^=	 '•^ 4108 CONT INUE 241100













A41o1D - 1.DO — 90002969700*T2 — .00000013DO*T3
AI192D = —.022349RSDO*T — .00000676DO*T2 + 400000221DO*19
Al2 9 11 = —A(1921
A41 9 31 = — .0097171100*T + .0000020700*T2 + 0000000961)0*T3
A43oll n —A410)
A42 9 21 = 1.4]0 — * 00024976170*T2 — .OoonOO15DO*T3
A4201 = -.00010859DO*T2 — .000000031]0*T3
A(3o2) = A4201

















































IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H9O-Z 9 S). 244500
COMMON CI10001gIC150P9ZI3)gVV1369NOR 244600
COMMON /SHAT'}/SHADK 244700
DIMENSION	 R1(3 9 8)gV1(398) 244800
DIMENSION XI M 244900
DIMENSION R(398) g V(398) 245000
DATA	 IPFLAG/l/911)FLAG/1/91MFLAG/1 /9I MIIFLG/1/ 9	FLAG/0• / 9 FLAG1/0. /9 245100
1FLAG2/0./9FLAG3/0./ 245200
DATA	 IPFLAG/1/ 9 IV(IFLG/l/ 9 PFLAG/0./gPIIFLAG/0./ 245306
6 FORMATIIHO 9 15HBODY CENTER 15 9 A6) 245400
I 9 ISTEP.E0.0®D0IRFTURN 245500
GO TO (41 9 41 9 505	 9400 9 4009400) 9 NnR 245600
41 CONTINUE 245700
DO 4	 I=1 9 3 245800
4 X1(I)=R11Igl)-Rl(fv3) 245900
SEVA=AL)QTI X1 9 R111911 ) 246000
RFS= FNORMIR1(193)) 246100










3009302 9 302 246900
302 FLAG=1.DO 247000






5 F()RMAT41HO 9 60HPRORE ENTERED EARTH PENUMBRA, TIMF AND ORBIT ARE GIV 247700
1EN BELOW) 247ROO
SHADK=i90DO 247900








GO TO 310 248600
K-1 24R7OO




7 IFORMAT(IH0 9 57HPROBE ENTERED EARTH UMBRA. TIME AND ORBIT ARE GIVEN 249200
1BEL®W) 249300
SHADK-19000 249400
GO TO 20 249500
300 FLAGm09D0 249600
303 FLAG)-0.00 249700
310 DO 30 I « 19 3 249900
30 XlfD wRlflt29-Rlfl t 3I 249900
SEVA-A00TIXI9R11192)) 250000
IFISEVA-90.D0) 2000920009901 250100
901 ZR5 n6.96505 250200
ZREn 17300 DO 250300
ZPSIGnDARSINI(ZRS+ZRE)/RFS)*5?o29S779500 250400
DELMODARS INI C 1221 /FNORM I R 1 119 2)))*'57.295779500 250500
FS• SEVA+oELM$Z0SIG-180•D0 250600
IF1FS) 20009 902 9 902 250700902 FLAG2 n 1.D0 254800








WRITEI6 9 81 251400
B FORMAT(1HO 9 59HPROBE ENTERED MOUN PENIIMBRA.	 TIME AND ORBIT ARE GYVE 251500
IN BELOW) 251600
SHADK=1 *0D0 751700
GO TO 20	 - 251800
3000 CONTINUE 251900
ZSIGMA =DAfRSIN((ZRS —ZRE)/RFS)*57.2957795n0 252000
FS 20ELM—ZSIGMA+SEVA-180 * 00 252100
IF4FS92001 9 904p904 252200
904 FLAGS=IoOO 252300






9 FORMATi1H0 9 56HPROSE ENTERED MOON UMBRAS TIME AND ORBIT ARE GIVE! H 253000
IELOWD 253100
SHAOK=1.0D0 253200
GO TO 20 253300
2000 FLAG2 r0oD0 253400
2001 FLAG3 =0o00 253500
2010 CONTINUE 253600
IFIIPFLAG*NEe2.OR*FLAG*NEeU.009 GO Tn	 11 253700
WRITE(6912) 253800







GO TO 20 254600
11 IFIIUFLA n -NE.2.OR.FLAGI.NE.0.n0? GO Tn 14 254700
WR1TE469,	 f 254800
13 FORMAT(1h 	 ^BHPROBE HAS LEFT EARTH UMBRA, TIME AND ORBIT ARE GIVEN 254900
1 BELOW) 255000




IUFLAG u l 255§00
GO TO 20 255600
14 IFIIMFLAGoNEe2eORoFLA1G2 * NEeOeDOI	 GO Tn 15 255700
WRITE-46t16) 255800







GO TO 20 256600
15 IF 41MUFLG *NEe2.OR . FLAG3oNfo0 . n09 GO TO 505 256700
WRITEI6o1B9 256800
18 FORMAT41HO 9 57HPROSE HAS LEFT MOON UMBRA *














20 CALL	 ITER(NOR9R19V19FS9KvK1(9DT9R 9V ) 257600
TIM= 045931+4X+C4506)+DTP/86400.00 257700
CALL TFRAC(C4592) 9 TIM 9 TT 9 TTF) 257800




GO TO	 9 10009 310 9 3000 9 2010 9 119 149 15 9 5[ ► 5	 9405950295039505)9N 251300
400 DO 401	 1=193 258400
401 X14I) =R14I9NOR)-81(1 9 31 258500
SEVA=ADOT4XlgRlllqNDR)) 258600
RFS=FNORM9R191 9 314 258700
RFE ="FNORM4R19l 9 NBR11 25RA00
DELS = DARSINIC(NOR+20)/RFE)*57.295774500 258400





IFIFS)5009403 9 403 259500
403 PFLAG=1.00 259600
IFIIVFLAG.NE.1) Gil TO 405 259700




WRITE(6 9 404)C(NOR+60) 260200
404 FORMATIIH0926HPROBE ENTERED PEN19M8RA OF 9 A6930HTIME AN17 ORBIT ARE 260300
1GIVEN BELOW) 260400
SHARK=1.000 260500




IFIFS)5019406 9 406 261000
406 PUFLAGa l.00 261100





WRITE(69407) CINGR +601 261700
407 FORMAT(IHO923HPROSE ENTERED UMBRA OF 9A6s30HTIME AND ORBIT ARE CIV 261800
IEN BELOWV 261900
SHA{DKo loODO 262000
Go TO 20 262100
500 PFLAGn0 * D0 262200
501 P98FLAG=0.00 262300
502 1F4IVFLAG.NE929OR.PFLAG * NE9O.001 GO Tn 503 2624490
WRITE(6 9 504) CINOR+601 262500
304 FORMAT 4 IN0927 14PROBE HAS LEFT PENUMBRA OF YA6930HT ' 114E AND ORBIT ARE 262600






GO TO 20 263300
503 IFIIVUFLG * I$E : 2d410t . PUFLAGoNE&O * DO1 GO TO 505 263400
WRITE1695061 CIMOR+601 263500
























	 SHIFTP(r^sOR 9 R 9 V,TW,TF 9 RR,vV) 264700
IMPLICIT REAL*R(A-H,n -Z,$)• 2.61.RnU
DI MENSION	 C(1G00),IC450)91t43)9V(3),RR13,R),VV(3,8),P0(221,Vr(221 9 2649OU
1R1(392),V1(3,2),N12),SPARIZUp2)9TII292) 265000
DIMENSION	 X431 9 W(3) 265100
CONMUN
	
C	 9	 IC 265200
EQUIVALENCE	 ( C(663) 9R1 ( 191))9IC ( 6R1)011 ( 1,11)9 IC, 1695) 9TI(191119 265300
l(IC(1),IBl ) 9 	(IC(2)9182 ) 9( 1C(12) 9N ( 1)F 9( C(71 ) 9 5PMS0) 9 ( C(3)9 1) S) 265400
2 94 C(801) ,Po( 1119(C(823)9VE( 1)),(C(561) 9 SPAR(191)1 265500
39(C(699),SWNET) 265600
IC(2)=U.nO 2.657nO
IF(SWNET)100 9 100,,18 2651900
100 DIS= 1.010 265900




IF4NUR-6)4,3 9 2 266400
2 KKK=-1 266500
NMI = 2 266600
GO TO 7 266700
3 NM 1 = 6 266 R 00
4 CONTINUE 266900
KKK=O 267000
IF(IBI-6 ) 5 9 5 9 6 267100
5 IF(IB2-6)9 9 9 9 6 267200
6 KKK=1 267300
7 CONTINUE 267400
DO R	 I = 192 267500
K=1+6 267600
TT=(IOINT(TW-T1 ( 19 I))+TF-T1(1 9 I))*SPMSn 267700
CALL	 STEPn(N(I) 9 TT 9 TA,Rl(191) 9 Vlll9I),IIS9RK(19K)9VV(1 9 R1 9 1 9 267AOO
1SPAR(1 9 I)) 267900
R CONTINUE 268000
9 CONTINUE 26RlOU
CALL	 INTR1(TW9TFq NM19P091,VE,nIS) 268200
IFIKKK)IN 12 9 12 26,9300
10 NUR=NUR 266400




00 13 J=195 26R9n0
DO	 13	 1-1 9 3 269 000
L=3*J--3+1 269100
RR(19J)=X(I)-P60(L) 264200
13 VV(19J)=W(I) -VE ( L) 269300
Dn 14 1=193 269400
RR ( 196)=X I I) --PD(I+ 18) 269500
14 VV(I jp6)=W(I)-VE (I+iR) 2696n0
IFIKKK I L5 9 17915 269TOU
13 Do 16 1=192 269Rn0
K=1+6 2 699100
00 16 J=1 9 3 ?7 0000
RR(J 9 K)=RR(J93)-RRl J9K) 270100
16 VV(J9K)=VV(J93)-VV(J9K) 2702100
17 C ONUT I WE 270100 
400 TO 35 2740400
10 lIT= (I TW-T 1(1 s 1) B +TF-T 1(29 1)) * SPOSI) 2705(00
M=2 270600
CALL STEPO(IM * TT 9 TA ivRI11 9 1) 9 V1(191)9CI319RR(19l)9VVI191)919 27607400
1SPARI 191 B) 270600
T T= (( TUFT 1(192)) +T F'-T 1 ( 29 2)) * SPm Sn 770900
1F(1C41)+1C42) -3819 9 19925 271000
19 Mn 2 271100





•..,, fl }Wf • r': i t F3J^ r.ILd^q,^a.. .. •.. J-..	 ^.r,	 ..
a
1SPAR11 9 211 271.3(10
DO 24	 I =19 3 771400
IF ( NI)R-2) 20 9
 21 9 22 2 7l5 00
20 RR(I 931 =— RR (I 9 1) 271E+0(1
VVIIo3)=— VV(191) 271700
PR( 191 ) = 0.00 271A(10
VV(I 9 1)=n.f10 2719OO
GO TO 23 772000
21 RR(193)= — R k( 1 9 1)—RR(192) 272100
Vv(193)= —VV(191) —vv(192) 27?200
RR(192)=O.hO 2723()U
VV(1 9 2)=O.DO 277400
GO TO 23 .277500
22 Rk(192) = RR(192 ) +RRi I9l) 272600
VV(1 9 2)=VV(1 9 2)+Vv(Iolb 272700
RR 
	 193)=0.Vf) 777A(10
VV( 1 9 3)=0.DO ?729()0





Gn TO 35 27340p
25 M=2 2735nO
IF4 IC(1 )-3127927926 77360()
26 K= IC (1 P 271700
Gn TO 28 773ROO
27 K=102b 273900
28 CONTINUE ?74000
CALL	 STFPO ( M,TT 9 TA,RI(192) 9b 1I192 ) 9Ci319kR(194C19VV(19K)919 7741n[1
1sPAR(1 9 2)) 774200
DO 34	 1 = 193 774300
IFINOR-3)29931932 774400
29 RRlI 9 3)=—RR(1 9 1) ?74500
VV(193)= —VV( 191) 2746flO
IF(K.EL1.3)
	
GO TO 30 7747f)U
RR(1 9 K)=RR(19K) —RR(1 9 ll 774Rf10
VV(19K) =VV(1 9 K) —VV(191) 2740O LO
30 RR( I91)=U.0O 775(100
VVII 9 1)=0.Do 775100
GO TU 33 775200
31 RR4I93)=o.nn 275300
VVI I93) = 0.00 ?754(10
GO TO 33 2755 nO
3? RR6I 9 1 ) = — RR(19K) +RR (19l ) ?756(9)
VV(19l)=—VV(IeK)+VV(191) 2?i7(1U
RR(I e3) = —RR(1 9 4( 1 77x,800
VV(193)=—VV(19K) ''759(14)
RR(Ig4()=0.00 2764100
M l ® K) =o.4DO 276100




IF(K9EO.I.OR®K.F0.3) Gn TO 34 276#600
RR(1 9 K ) mR 1l ) —RR41 9K) 2 76700
VV(1eK)=V(1) —VV(19K) 276R(MJ
34 C OWT I NUE ? 74 900




































SUBROUTINE SOLAR IRg SACC1








C1 =P*A* 11.0 + 200 /3oO* G AIAM A + l.0/3.0* GAMMA*SI gMA1/EM
DO 11 J-10
RX9J1=R1J1 / 1.445D8
11	 C 0 N T I N U E














































SUBROUTINE STEPDIMvTsTA96loVotJgRRgvvom " SR) 2805nt1
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A—H 9 0-1oS) . 2130600
CB IS A STORAGE VECTOR WHOSE FLFMFNTS ARF 780700
(1)	 INITIAL TRUE	 ANOMALY	 111) ARI GULAR MnMFNT1IM SUGARED H? 2806800(2)	 SEMI — LATUS RFCTUM	 (12) ANGULAR MnMENTUM MAGNITUDE H 280900
(3)	 ECCENTRICITY	 413) M11 TIMFS RAMUS M AGNITUDF OR 781000
(4)	 Re UIUS — SQUAREn	 1106 R r)nT V 781100
15)	 RADIUS MAGNITOPE
	 (15) H2 — QJR 281200 i(6)	 SEMI — MAJOR	 AX;S
	
(A)	 4161 H*RnUTV 281300 s17)
	 ABSOLUT'F VAL I* OF	 (Al
	 (171 U/IR*H2) 781400(8)	 MEAN MOTION	 (18) RV/H 281500
19)	 TIME COEFFICIENT	 R/ARA	 4191 TI M F FROM PFRIAPSIS
	
(+ nR —) 281600
(10)TIME COEFFICIENT (3V/SARTjOA)










GO TO	 119719N 282700
I CONTINUE 782AOO w
P 1 U e31415926s51)+O1 282900
TP I n
 .628316R530r)+01 283000
C1314 8 =DOT Q R $ R) 283100
08151=050RTIC8141) 283200
V2 U D0TQV 9 V) 283300
08114)-DOT(RsV) 283400
Vf4 UDS®RTI V21 2835100
CBf6) R CB15)/12.0D0-0845)*V2/U) 283600





0411 11) -DOT 1 HVEC 9HVEC) 2042610
C6412)-DSORT4C8111)1 284300
CB413) n U*Cf345) 284400
CB42 OC8111)/U 284500
EC2-1 aOD0-04312) /C816) 284600
IFIEC2oGE * 1-190-61&AND.EC2.LE * 0.()0) C90 TO 200 284700
C8131-DSORT 1EC2) 264PROO
GO TO 201 284900
200 C51 3?-Q * DO 2851000
201 CONTINUE 285100








08120) * 1, OIDO 28661610






0114 20) n 2 *000 286400
E100 n 090 286500
4 CONTINUE 2866600
CALL TCONICIU 9 CB13)9C4$16)9C012)9TA29TFPoFAC) 266700
NON 7'8664680


























DO 60 1=1920 287600
60 5434 I )=CI44 I) 287700
GO TO 700 287AOO
7 CONTINUE 287900
DO TO I =1 9 20 28A()00
70 C8(1 )=Sb14 1) 288100
700 CONTINUE 288200
POu TP I /CB 4 8) 2 OR3 00
IFIM)898911 ?dA400
R CONTINUE 208500
C TA IS THE INCREMENTAL TRUE ANOMALY 28R600
CT=DCOS4TA) ?88700
ST=DSINfTAI 28RROO
EF=CT — ST*C8(18) 28ROOO
GE=ST*C014) /C8 (12) 2890nU
R20R1=CB111 ) /(CR(13)+CBIISD*CT —CRI16)*ST) 289100
EF=R20R 1 *E F 789200
GE =4t2OR1*GE 289100
EF4D=CB1171*(CB414)-CB414)*CT-Ct3(12)*STI 289400
GEO=HCb(15)+C134 131*CTI/CBf 111 ?89500
TA2=CB4l)+TA 289600
TAP=IDINT(TA2/TPI) 289700
TA2=TA2 — TPI*TAP 289ROO
IFIIDINT(TA2/PI))	 994 9 10 283900
9 TAP=TAP-I.ODO 290000
GO TO 4 29MOO
10 TAP=TAP+1.040 7902n0
GO TO 4 290300




E4= = —FI2)/C1449) +1.(%D49 2900400
GE*—FI 1)/CI388l+T 2srOgnu
RDA=F821+C®(91*F(4)+C11410)*F831 ?9i0no
EFD= —CBI71*CBIR)*FI31/IC81 5)*RUA) 291100
GED= —F82)/ROA+1.000 291200
TA=ARKTNSIIBOPCR84)*EF+CH914)*GF9Cli( 12)*GE) 291300
IF8 K-11110, 1149, l2 291400
110 CONTINUE 291500
TAP= IDIINT( T/PD) :91400
IFITA*T1111s1129112 2917nO
1 ?1 TAP=TAP+0SIGN11.4)00,T) 791800
112 TA=iA+$AP*TPI 291900
12 CONTINUE 792000
Do 13 1=193 292100
RR8II u EF*RII)+GE*9aI1 29?200
VV4 I B =EF0*R i I) +GE0*VII) 2921no














IMPLICIT REAL *04A—Hg.O - Zv$) .^92800
TANG(00OOFL) nOSIN(GOOOFLI/DCOSIOOOOFL) 292g110
AR s DABSIA) 293000
FAC=AB*OS0RTIABA)) 293100






F! (AKE — .0000SD0) 11®11 v 12 293500
12 CONTINUE 29,4600
ECA n 2.0D0*DATAN(A9F*THE) 793700
IF(A)14911913 793ROO
13 T = FAC*IECA—FC*D5IN(ECA)) 293900
GO TO 16 294000
14 ANG=.78539816300 + ECA/2.Du 294100
Tn FAC*IEC*TANGIECAI —OLQG(TANGIANG))) 294200
GO TO 16 2943OU
11 FAC=DSQRT(SLR**3/ 0 10*2.0DO/II1.OD0+EC)**2) ?94400
ECl=EGA*THE**2 294500
T=FAC * (THE+THE **3*(I1.0310-2.000 * FCA) /3.Of)0— I2 * ODO -3 . 0310 *ECA)*FC1 /5 2946nO
1.ODO+(3.000-4.000*ECA) *EC1**2/7.ODO— I 4.ODO—S.OPDO*FCA)*F.Cl**3/9a011O 294700










SMiROUTINIE	 TERM(X 0 Y 0 D 0 F) 2952110
IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-H0U-Z 0 $) 2.95300
COMMON	 C(1000)vlC(50)9Z4380VV(3) O N0R 295400
COMMON/APPER/ FPROLD
	 ,OLn0XMAX 295500
+)1M+£NSION R143 0 810143 0 8) 295600
r?IMFNSION	 Y(20) 0 D(201 295700






STEP = X-XOLD 296100
XnL ()=X 296200
X rI L0f)=X000 296300
Y(7)=X+C45o6) 296400
01461)
	 =	 C(4611+1.DO 296500
F=C ( 594) -(C ( 506) +X) 2. 96600
IF(C4776).FA.O.nO)
	
GO TO 5 296700
FPR :01776) * 4 9 0.00 -AI)OT ( R 1(10 N OR ) s V 1(1 0 NnR ) 8) 2968no
IF	 (FPR .GT.	 0900 * AND.	 X	 .NE,	 O . no) nLD=FPk 296400
IFIFPROLD.FA.O,DO.AND . FPR,GT.O . nO) Gn Tn 5 297000
IF	 (X	 ,EA. O.00 .OR. OLD .EQ.
	




IF(C(1000))4000 0 10 0 10 297500




86400,r)O) 400(Jo 1 10 11 297AOO
11 CONTINUE 297900
CALL SHAD0W(R1sVlvXOLD g STEP) 298000
400n C r)NT I NEIE 29R 100
IF(FN O R?A(RI ( 1 0 1NOR)) . GT.C(NDR+20))	 GO TO 2 290200
WRITF ( 601 CINOR+AO) 29$1'400
3 FnRMAT(1H0o19HPROSE HAS IMPACTED eA6) 29F4o0
F=0.00 2985$00
C(122)=10.90 290600
C (462) =0.130 299700
RET URN 29$1800
2 CONT INOE 298900
IOR=3 299000
1 F ( FN FIR M4RI ( I 0 18).LT.C( 111 8	 I OR- 1 299100
IF4FN0kM(R1(1028).LT.C(12)) 	 IOR=2 299200
IF(FN0kM(R1(la4)).LT.C(14)) 	 109=4 299300
IF(FNnp m(R1(1 0 5)).LT.C(158)	 IOR=S 299400
IF(FNORM(RI(106)).LT.C(16)) 	 I0R-6 299'500
IF (IrrR.EW.NOR)	 GO TO
	 1 299600
Iv cm= IFI R 299700
F=000 299800































































































































C	 T1 IS AN INPUT IN FORM (YEARS FRnM 1900)(MONTH nF YEAR)
G	 ( DAY OF MONTH
C	 WRITTEN AS 6501,12 FOR JAN9 12 9 1965
C	 T2 IS AN INPUT IN FORM (HnUR flF nAY)(MINUTE OF HnIIR)
C	 4SIECONU OF MINUTE)
C	 WRITTEN AS 13010032 FOR 1PM9 1 MINUTE9 30,32 SFCnND


























TY2= T A— T Y 1 * 100, OD 0+. 100
IY2= IDINT( TY2 1
IF 4IY2) 10910o11
11 CONTINUE
IF 412— IY2) 10912912
10 CONTINUE
WRITE (	 6913)





C	 JAN FEB MAR A PR IL MAY JUNE JULY AI1G SEPT nCT NOV

























TB3=101 NT I T92 D 	 ,409 000
T4=T4+TB1/24.000+TH3/24,000/60,Onn 	 309100
RETURN	 '409200
























































































IF(C(122) * E0e1.D0) GO TO 3
IF(C(122).EA * 2.00)' GO TO 6
IF(C(122)eEQe10.D0j RETURN




































aCASE 1 Appoapsis Printout*
Case 1 is an example of the input and output formats for printout at apoaasise





The first block of output shows that shadow times have not been requested and
that central body oblateness of the Earth, Moon or Mars, whichever is the central
body, is requested. However in this case, no oblateness is calculated since Venus
is the central body.
The next block of output is the epoch time and the input transformed into the
mean Earth equator and equinox of 1950, January 1 at Oh,  which is the working
coordinate system of TRIP.
Next comes the epoch input transformed to those output oVtions specified. In
this case, the initial position of the satellite was at apoapsis. This is followed
}	 by similar output at the requested times. The output definitions are as follows:
X - DZ	 State vector in km and km/sec.
R Radius magnitude (km)
DEC Declination of satellite in degrees referenced to the stated co-
ordinate plane
RA Right ascension or longitude of the satellite in degrees referenced
to the stated coordinate plane.
V Velocity magnitude in km/sec.
PTH Flight path angle in degrees
AZ Azimuth in degrees
SMA Semima jor axis in kin
ECC Eccentricity
INC Inclination in degrees to the reference plane
LAN Longitude of the ascending node in degrees
APF Argument of perifocus in degrees
RCA Radios of closest approach (periapsis) in km
C3 Twice the total energy per unit mass in Ion 2/sect
 (_."/a)
THET True anomaly in degrees
APHG Apoapsis in km
MAN Mean anomaly in degrees.
P V.Rfl Period in hours
Tp, m Time to periapsis in days.
r
In the final block is the number of integration steps taken. Since printout at
apoapsis, periapsis or exact time steps requires restarthC the numerical inte-













1'.1 hlfullOPUO 117	 751	 u.4YnnI fqN 1+ 117
75A	 u,3Unnllnrinll 1)2









764	 u.0	 766. 0,4nnidHUSlin 1)l
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INCLlWhO
HAknllN If, S OF	 hltflN IS	 INCLIgIFU
HARMfka ICS 1IF	 MARS IS	 INf,LIM1E11
SIILAk RA1)IATIIIN PNti SSI1Rf; IS WIT INCLIIAFI.
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IYY 0.41h67 ,1 1hn-ol	 IN,




V If.64I RhHI7U (81 9TH-,101f1A7441n-1)4 	 Al n, 11[71) fh h ,+ 111
MARCH 13, 1971. ' (MRS • GAIN, U. U%rC
	 JLILIA14 puTk %4r 1 11L 1, 51 n,1n1.,,,
VElaUS CFNTENbH	 CENTRAL RIInV MEAN tAQTH FORAT (M ANn PfUllNilll I1F I%(,
1(-0.669R71s1n n4	 V -0.993OL269f) 04	 1 -0054543-4411 05, no u,hnA2n127u on	 OV 11.4 14 4 7 11 5 1)-1)I	 HL -,I,L1h47n1 , 1n 011R U .100WOU01) (16 f1FC -0.2071)48141) 0? RA-004 1111149Rn U7 V u . h41RhM 170 On PTH-002 1104744(tn-(I4 AL l , . 11 //1,7r"' 1-1
SMA 0.53500004ID A5 FCC 0.R69L4R0"n no INr, n,4U110Un1110 417 LAM 4) . 49 (NIOUn I U 07 APF (1.45(Ndu H,1n 07 afA u. hyy4444Qh VA,
C3-1).40704579(1 n1 THFT-0. IftnWU(Wn A3 APnr 0 . 1UO0100nn 06 MAH U • I Arlan O nlu fl1 PFMM n•47R91 1 114nn 1)7 iu4«-u, 7M4hr.un7n , I,1
VFNIIS uavrENtn TRUE ECLIPTIC ANU EWINOA OF ObTt
M -0.617861771) 04	 Y-U . 99h99 UM 311 04
	
7 n . 4bRI67111n IM	 UN U,h0R4h34RU MI	 OY-17 . 4p457 A4 g n-1)l
	
Il(-U. L[RN1h7 h li 1)i,
R 0.1000OUDOD r•6 nFC U.261134517n nl
	
R 4-0.a 354 674Tn 02	 V U.h51R6"14U MI PIN-11.1209 1 1 451)-U4	 AL 11.11 V'+ / 18'18, 04
SMA U.535000001) 05 FCC 0.8h9158tlbn no INC. n.10719744 11 u? LAN 0.415435440 A7 AYF !).7 5 7 41) 41)0 1) U1 1tLA u. 0IMk101 n+ ' 11 1)4
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CASE 4 Printout At Approximate Intervals
Note that the nrintcut of the rat "®r of integration fps taken is cumulative
represents the number of total steps taken from epoch, whereas in the exact
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